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ABSTRACT

Introduction Refugees and asylum seekers are vulnerable
to common mental disorders, including post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). Using a network meta-analysis
(NMA) approach, the present systematic review compared
and ranked psychosocial interventions for the treatment of
PTSD in adult refugees and asylum seekers.
Methods Randomised studies of psychosocial
interventions for adult refugees and asylum seekers with
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PTSD were systematically identified. PTSD symptoms at
Bhaumik
postintervention was the primary outcome. Standardised
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mean differences (SMDs) and ORs were pooled using
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pairwise and NMA. Study quality was assessed with the
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Cochrane Risk of Bias (RoB) tool, and certainty of evidence
online (http://dx.d oi.org/10.
was assessed through the Confidence in Network Meta-
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Analysis application.
Results A total of 23 studies with 2308 participants were
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included. Sixteen studies were conducted in high-income
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countries, and seven in low-income or middle-income
countries. Most studies were at low risk of bias according
to the Cochrane RoB tool. NMA on PTSD symptoms
showed that cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
(SMD=−1.41; 95% CI −2.43 to −0.38) and eye movement
desensitisation and reprocessing (EMDR) (SMD=−1.30;
95% CI −2.40 to −0.20) were significantly more effective
than waitlist (WL). CBT was also associated with a higher
decrease in PTSD symptoms than treatment as usual
(TAU) (SMD −1.51; 95% CI −2.67 to −0.36). For all other
interventions, the difference with WL and TAU was not
significant. CBT and EMDR ranked best according to the
mean surface under the cumulative ranking. Regarding
acceptability, no intervention had less dropouts than
inactive interventions.
Conclusion CBT and EMDR appeared to have the greatest
effects in reducing PTSD symptoms in asylum seekers and
refugees. This evidence should be considered in guidelines
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INTRODUCTION
The right of everyone to enjoy the highest
attainable standard of physical and mental
health is established in the WHO Constitution
of 1946. International human rights standards

Key questions
What is already known?
►► Research suggests that psychosocial interventions

are effective in treating post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and related symptoms in individuals who
were exposed to traumatic events.
►► Existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses using standard pairwise meta-analytical approaches
do not allow comparison of each active intervention
against others, making it impossible to evaluate
the comparative efficacy of existing psychosocial
interventions.
►► This leads to uncertainty on which intervention
should be considered first choice.

What are the new findings?
►► This is the first a network meta-analysis that com-

pared and ranked psychosocial interventions for
the treatment of PTSD in adult asylum seekers and
refugees.

What do the new findings imply?
►► Cognitive behaviouraltherapy with a trauma-focused

component and eye movement desensitisation and
reprocessing should be made routinely available to
adult asylum seekers and refugees with PTSD resettled in countries irrespective of income category.
►► Current evidence should inform the development
of evidence-based guidelines and implementation
packages.

and conventions exist to protect the rights of
migrants and refugees, including their right
to mental health, which is fundamental to
contribute to the social and economic development of their communities of origin and destination, and to integrate in the host country on a
personal, social, and economic level.1
Refugees are a subset of forcibly displaced
individuals, as the term refugee is a legal definition related to the 1951 United Nations
Convention on the rights of refugees.2 Thus,
not all forcibly displaced individuals are
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A network meta-analysis of
psychosocial interventions for refugees
and asylum seekers with PTSD
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METHODS
The protocol for this review was registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO), registration number: CRD42019126604.
Selection of studies
The following bibliographical databases were searched
up to 21 February 2020: Cochrane Central Register
of randomised trials (CENTRAL), MEDLINE, PTSDpubs PsycINFO, PubMed, CINAHL, EMBASE, Web of
Science, WHO’s International Clinical Trials Registry
Platform and C
 linicalTrials.
gov. The reference lists of
analyses, and
previously published reviews and meta-
original research articles were additionally scrutinised
to identify publications not covered by the original database searches. We applied no publication or language
restrictions. Details of the search strategy and screening
process are reported in online supplemental material.
The selection process was recorded in agreement with
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses guidelines specific for NMA, and it
was performed by two independent authors (GT, CR).26
Studies meeting the following criteria were included: (a)
randomised controlled trials (RCTs); (b) including adult
participants having an asylum seeker and/or a refugee
status, as defined by UNHCR; (c) assessing the efficacy of a
psychosocial intervention; (d) comparing psychosocial interventions with inactive interventions like treatment as usual
(TAU, defined as any intervention that reflects the usual
care in a given treatment setting), waiting list (WL) or any
other active psychosocial interventions; (e) having at least
80% of study participants with a PTSD diagnosis according
to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM), or the International Classification of Diseases (ICD),
or with a probable diagnosis according to clinician-led structured interviews, or self-report measures validated for PTSD
assessment.2 Psychosocial interventions were defined as any
psychological and/or social or rehabilitation effort aimed at
improving PTSD symptoms, without the use of psychopharmacological agents,27–29 that is, the term as it is commonly
applied in biomedical literature—as opposed to its use by
humanitarian practitioners. Studies in which concomitant
use of medications was allowed were not excluded.
Outcome measures
PTSD symptoms measured on continuous rating scales
or structured interviews at postintervention were the
primary outcome. Data were extracted from the Clinician-
Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)30 or, if this scale was not
available, from the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ)31
or from any other PTSD rating scale, based on DSM or ICD
criteria. Secondary outcomes included depressive symptoms,
anxiety symptoms, global functioning, well-being or quality
of life, measured with the relative rating scales at postintervention, as well as treatment acceptability, measured as the
number of participants who dropped out by any cause at
study end-point.
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029
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recognised as refugees, and many may be asylum seekers
or internally displaced people.3 4
According to the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR),5 there are currently more
than 30 million refugees and asylum seekers resettled
in high-
income countries (HICs) and in low/middle-
income countries (LMICs). Existing evidence highlights
that the experience of forced migration can make this
population particularly vulnerable to life stressors with
a negative impact on their mental health.6 Life stressors
may be experienced before, during and after migration,
and include mass violence, discrimination, unmet basic
needs, uncertainty about the future, concerns for the
safety of family members and long-drawn asylum procedures.7–9 Consequently, the number of refugees and
asylum seekers suffering from mental disorders, in particular post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression
and anxiety, is significantly higher than in populations
without a recent history of mass violence.10–12
Of these conditions, PTSD is 10 times more frequent
in refugees and asylum seekers than in the general
population, and represents a major global health
problem.10 13 Research suggests that psychosocial interventions are effective in treating PTSD and related
symptoms in individuals who were exposed to traumatic
events.14 15 However, addressing mental health of refugees represents a challenge for receiving societies.16 For
many professionals, working with refugees and asylum
seekers is associated with additional challenges related
to cultural, language and legal barriers.17 18 Hence, a
number of randomised trials have investigated the efficacy of psychosocial interventions specifically adapted
to meet the needs of adult refugees and asylum seekers
with PTSD. Systematic reviews and meta-
analyses of
these studies generally found evidence for the benefits
of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) with a trauma-
focused component, eye movement desensitisation and
reprocessing (EMDR) and narrative exposure therapy
(NET).19–23
A major shortcoming of existing systematic reviews
and meta-analyses is the use of standard pairwise meta-
analytical approaches that does not allow comparison of
each active intervention against others, making it impossible to evaluate the comparative efficacy of existing
psychosocial interventions. This leads to uncertainty on
which intervention should be considered first choice.
In refugees with PTSD, providing the most appropriate
psychosocial interventions is a priority that could reduce
use of pharmacological strategies and hospitalisation.24
Against this background, the present systematic review
applied network meta-
analysis (NMA) techniques to
compare psychosocial interventions for the treatment of
PTSD in adult asylum seekers and refugees, and to estimate the ranking probabilities of being at each possible
rank for each intervention. Ranking treatments in a hierarchical order is a straightforward and user-friendly way
to inform practitioners, policy makers, clients, and other
stakeholders.25
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Data synthesis
We performed a standard pair-wise meta-analysis for every
comparison and, for each outcome, an NMA in a frequentist
framework. The Stata mvmeta package was used to perform
the analyses (Stata/SE 16.1).33 This allowed us to include
multi-arm trials in the analysis by considering the correlation
between the effect sizes of each of their pairwise comparisons.34 For continuous outcomes, we pooled the standardised
mean differences (SMDs) between treatment arms at postintervention as the included studies measured the outcomes
using different rating scales. For dichotomous outcomes,
we calculated and pooled ORs with 95% CIs. Intervention
groups that met criteria for the same intervention classification were combined together into a single node following
standard approaches.35 36 Moreover, studies that compared
two or more formats of similar psychosocial interventions
with an inactive treatment were included in meta-analysis by
combining the respective group arms into a single group.32
For any outcome we estimated the ranking probabilities
for all treatments of being at each possible rank for each
intervention. We obtained a treatment hierarchy using the
surface under the cumulative ranking curve (SUCRA) and
mean ranks. SUCRA was expressed as a percentage and is
interpreted as the percentage of efficacy or safety a treatment
achieves in relation to a treatment that would be ranked first
without uncertainty.25
We asked trial authors to supply data when there was
missing or unclear information. When SDs were not reported
and not supplied by authors on request, we calculated them
based on other measures reported in the study, for example,
SEs, t-statistics or p values, according to Altman and Bland.37
For pairwise meta-
analyses, we assessed heterogeneity
using the I2 statistics, following the interpretation suggested
by the Cochrane handbook: 0%–40%: might not be
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029

important; 30%–60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity; 50%–90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity;
75%–100%: considerable heterogeneity.32 For the NMA,
common heterogeneity across all comparisons was assumed
and estimated in each network.38
As the assumption of transitivity requires effect modifiers to be equally distributed across the comparisons,
we evaluated this assumption by extracting key study
characteristics judged to be potential effect modifiers,
namely: number of participants included; income level
(HIC or LMIC); number of sessions of the intervention.
We compared their distribution across interventions in
the network, using the Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous
variables, and the Fisher’s exact test for binary variables.
Meta-
regressions were additionally performed to evaluate their association with the primary outcome results.
For effect modifiers showing evidence that the transitivity
assumption might not be met, subgroup analyses were
conducted.
Coherence (also known as consistency in NMAs) in a
network of treatments refers to the agreement between
direct and indirect evidence on the same comparisons. We
first checked for any erroneous data abstraction. We then
evaluated the presence of incoherence by comparing direct
and indirect evidence within each closed loop of nodes,39 40
and comparing the goodness of fit for an NMA model that
assumes consistency with a model that allows for incoherence
in a ‘design by treatment interaction model’ framework,41–43
using the Stata commands mvmeta44 and ifplot45 in the Stata
network suite.46 We also investigated possible incoherence
further using a side-splitting approach between comparisons
(ie, splitting the total evidence between its direct and indirect
component, and comparing them).46
We performed a likelihood-ratio test to the consistency
model. In case of statistical significance, we implemented
random-
effects pairwise and network meta-
analyses,
otherwise we implemented fixed-
effects pairwise and
network meta-analyses.
Publication bias was assessed for each pairwise comparison only if at least 10 studies provided data for the
primary outcome.47 A global funnel plot analysis was also
conducted by evaluating, for the primary outcome, active
vs inactive interventions and head-to-head comparisons.
We visually inspected the funnel plot, and conducted a
test for asymmetry with the Egger’s regression test.48 For
fixed-
effects model, we produced contour enhanced
funnel plots to help distinguish publication bias from
other types of asymmetry.49
For the primary outcome, certainty of evidence was
assessed through the Confidence in Network Meta-
Analysis application (http://cinema.ispm.ch/), an adaptation of the Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach for
NMAs.50 51
A priori subgroup analyses by country income (HICs
vs LMICs) and level of intervention (individual vs group
intervention) were conducted. Sensitivity analyses
excluding trials with high risk of bias and excluding
3
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Data extraction and quality assessment
Two review authors (GT, CR) independently assessed titles,
abstracts and full-texts of potentially relevant articles, and
extracted data following the recommendations of the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions.32 Two review authors (GT, CR) assessed the methodological quality of included studies using the Cochrane Risk of
Bias (RoB) tool.32 Overall, studies were classified as having a
low risk of bias if three or more domains of the Cochrane RoB
were at low risk; studies were classified having a high risk of
bias if two or more domains were at high risk; all other cases
were assumed to be unclear. Disagreements were resolved by
discussion and consensus with a third review author (CB).
Details on the quality assessment process and RoB tables are
provided in online supplemental material.
For continuous outcomes, we extracted the mean scores
and SD at postintervention or, if it was neither available nor
inferable from the information available, the mean change
from baseline, the SD of these values and the number of
participants included in these analyses. For dichotomous
outcomes, we extracted the number of participants undergoing the randomisation procedure, and the number of
participants leaving the study early for any reason.

BMJ Global Health

studies without a formal PTSD diagnosis were carried
out.
Patient and public involvement
Patient and public involvement was not conducted as
part of this review.
RESULTS
Characteristics of included studies
The electronic search yielded a total number of 1085
records (after removal of duplicates). After title and
abstract screening, 95 full text papers were considered
for inclusion, of which 23 studies, including 2308 participants, fulfilled the eligibility criteria and were included
in the systematic review52–74 (figure 1). References of
4

excluded studies and reasons for exclusion are reported
in online supplemental material.
Eleven studies employed a WL as a control condition,
nine compared a psychosocial intervention with TAU
or no treatment and seven studies compared psychosocial interventions head-to-head. In 11 studies, participants received concomitant psychopharmacological
medication. The study sample sizes ranged from 10
to 694. Sixteen studies were conducted in HICs, and
seven in LMICs. Eleven studies recruited participants
that were homogeneous in terms of nationality, three
did not specify the participants’ country of origin, while
in the remaining studies a range of different nationalities were included. Nineteen studies recruited participants with a formal PTSD diagnosis using the following
diagnostic tools: MINI International Neuropsychiatric
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029
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Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow-chart diagram. NMA, network meta-
analysis.

BMJ Global Health
PTSD symptoms and overall acceptability
Eighteen studies contributed to the analysis on PTSD
symptoms at postintervention, while five did not have
data suitable for reanalysis.54 63 64 67 73 Figure 2 shows
the network plot of interventions for this outcome,
while table 1 reports the results of the NMA. Both
CBT (SMD=−1.41; 95% CI −2.43 to −0.38) and EMDR
(SMD=−1.30; 95% CI −2.40 to −0.20) were significantly
more effective than WL (figure 3).
CBT was also associated with higher decrease in PTSD
symptoms as compared with TAU (SMD −1.51; 95% CI
−2.67 to −0.36) (table 1). For the other interventions,
the difference with WL and TAU was not significant, and
no differences between active interventions emerged.
Generally, no relevant heterogeneity emerged for pairwise comparisons, except for two comparisons: EMDR
versus WL (I²=79.4) and CBT versus WL (I²=93.3). Intra-
loop incoherence emerged for one loop, involving TAU,
NET, SSM and CBT. The test for overall network heterogeneity was significant (estimated between-study SD 1.34,
p value <0.001 in the inconsistency model; SD 1.04, p
value <0.001 in the consistency model), while the design-
by-treatment test did not reveal incoherence (p value
0.97). Results of the NMA were consistent with results
from pairwise meta-analysis, except for the comparisons
SH+ versus TAU (significant in the direct estimate only)
and CBT versus WL (significant in the mixed estimate
only). By splitting direct and indirect evidence for each
comparison, we found no evidence for disagreement
between these two pieces of evidence for any of the
comparisons. We found no clear evidence of violations
of the transitivity assumption when comparing characteristics of studies across interventions, with the exception
of income level, which was not equally distributed across
interventions (online supplemental material). Global
funnel plot analysis for the primary outcome showed no

Figure 2 Network plot of evidence for PTSD symptoms and acceptability. The thickness of edges is proportional to the
precision of each direct estimate (inverse of the variance), and the size of nodes is proportional to the number of studies
including that intervention. CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy; EMDR, eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing; n,
number of participants allocated to intervention; NET, narrative exposure therapy; PTSD, post-traumaticstress disorder; SC,
supportive/trauma counselling; SH+, self-help plus; SSM, stabilisation/stress management; TAU, treatment as usual; WL,
waitlist.
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029
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Interview, the Composite International Diagnostic
Interview, the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV,
the CAPS, the Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic scale,
the ICD-10 Classification of Mental and Behavioural
Disorders (ICD) and the DSM; and four studies
recruited participants with a probable PTSD diagnosis
using validated self-report instruments including the
HTQ, the PTSD Checklist-
Civilian six-
item version
and the Impact of Event Scale-Revised scales (online
supplemental material).
Thirteen studies were conducted in healthcare
settings, six in community settings in refugee camps,
two in social-
care settings, one in a place of worship
and one in the community. The mean age of included
participants was 36.2 years (range from included studies:
30.9–51.8). Three studies included only women, while in
the remaining studies the mean proportion of included
women was 64% (range: 15%–77%) (online supplemental material).
The following interventions were included: coffee
and family education and support (one study); CBT
and related adapted protocols with a trauma component (eight studies); cognitive restructuring (one study);
EMDR and related protocols (five studies); exposure
therapy (one study); NET (seven studies); self-
help
plus (SH+) (one study); stress inoculation training
(one study); stabilisation therapy (two studies); stress
management (one study); supportive counselling (one
studies); trauma counselling (one study). Psychosocial
interventions belonging to the same theoretical model
were brought together into a single node (online supplemental material).
Five of 23 studies were at high risk of bias on two or
more items of the Cochrane RoB tool, fifteen were at low
risk of bias, and three were unclear (online supplemental
material).

0.45 (−2.14 to 3.04) SSM
0.68 (−1.67 to 3.04)
0.43 (−1.07 to 1.92)

Head-to-head comparisons for PTSD symptoms (lower left part of the table) and acceptability (upper right part of the table). Statisticallysignificant results are in bold and underscored. Relative
treatments effects are measured by standardise mean difference (SMD) for PTSD symptoms and odds ratio (OR) for study dropout along with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs). SMDs lower
than 0 and ORs lower than 1 favour the column defining treatment.
CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy; EMDR, eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing; NET, narrative exposure therapy; SC, supportive/trauma counselling; SH+, selfhelp plus; SSM,
stabilisation/stress management; TAU, treatment as usual; WL, waitlist.

−0.48 (−1.85 to 0.90) −0.22 (−2.47 to 2.03) −0.46 (−2.93 to 2.01) −0.91 (−2.26 to 0.45) 0.11 (−1.29 to 1.50) WL
−1.30 (−2.40 to
−0.20)

1.17 (0.36,3.83)

0.85 (0.36,1.98)

−1.41 (−3.05 to 0.23)

0.72 (0.22,2.39)

−0.58 (−1.84 to 0.67) −0.33 (−2.31 to 1.66) −0.56 (−2.60 to 1.47) −1.01 (−2.61 to 0.59) TAU

−0.40 (−1.68 to 0.89)

−1.51 (−2.67 to
−0.36)
−1.41 (−2.43 to
−0.38)

0.69 (0.19,2.47)
0.59 (0.37,0.94)

−0.50 (−1.87 to 0.86)

1.38 (0.41,4.58)
1.18 (0.65,2.14)
1.62 (0.49,5.42)
1.99 (0.93,4.27)

0.24 (−2.61 to 3.08) SHplus
−0.02 (−2.42 to 2.37)

−0.26 (−2.24 to 1.72) SC

0.81 (0.23,2.94)

−1.08 (−3.48 to 1.31)

−0.85 (−3.46 to 1.77)

−1.19 (−3.36 to 0.99)

−0.95 (−3.29 to 1.39)

1.11 (0.37,3.33)
0.95 (0.56,1.60)
1.31 (0.44,3.94)
1.61 (0.80,3.25)
0.81 (0.49,1.34)
−0.82 (−2.41 to 0.77)
−0.93 (−2.29 to 0.44)

NET

0.95 (0.28,3.22)
0.48 (0.13,1.71)
1.31 (0.57,3.02)
0.66 (0.28,1.54)
1.61 (0.44,5.95)
0.81 (0.21,3.15)
0.81 (0.23,2.79)
0.41 (0.11,1.47)
1.00 (0.32,3.13)
0.50 (0.15,1.66)
1.98 (0.88,4.50)
EMDR
CBT
−0.10 (−1.47 to 1.26)

Net league table
Table 1

6

evidence of publication bias (p=0.178) (online supplemental material).
CBT and EMDR ranked best according to the mean
SUCRA. Compared with TAU, the certainty of evidence
was ‘moderate’ for CBT, while it was ‘low’ for the comparisons CBT and EMDR versus WL, due to high heterogeneity. For most of the other comparisons the certainty of
evidence was ‘‘low’ or ‘very low’ mainly due to imprecision of results and heterogeneity (online supplemental
material).
Regarding acceptability, no intervention had less dropouts than inactive interventions, and no differences
between active interventions emerged (table 1). The
network did not show significant overall incoherence
(design-by-treatment test, p value 0.954) nor heterogeneity (estimated between-studies SD 0.50, p value 0.201
in the inconsistency model; SD 0.13, p value 0.462 in the
consistency model). No intra-loop incoherence emerged,
and results of the NMA were consistent with results from
pairwise meta-analyses (online supplemental material).
Results of sensitivity analyses generally confirmed
a better performance of CBT and EMDR in comparison with inactive intervention, and their best ranking
according to the mean SUCRA. The overall heterogeneity remained significant in both sensitivity analyses.
The intra-
loop incoherence of the loop TAU–NET–
SSM–CBT became marginally statistically non-significant
when studies with high risk of bias were excluded, while
it emerged for another loop involving TAU, NET, SSM
and SC, when studies without a formal PTSD diagnosis
were excluded. Nevertheless, no overall incoherence
emerged, and statistical agreement between direct and
indirect estimates was confirmed (online supplemental
material).
Subgroup analysis by country income level revealed that
most studies with data on PTSD outcome were conducted
in HICs (12 studies), with only 6 studies conducted in
LMICs. For LMICs, incoherence could not be assessed
due to unavailability of pairs of treatments with both
direct and indirect comparisons. CBT, NET and SSM
were significantly more effective than TAU in HICs, and
CBT and EMDR were associated with higher decrease in
PTSD symptoms than WL in LMICs, with a better performance of CBT. Substantial heterogeneity was detected
for some pairwise comparisons involving CBT and EMDR
versus WL, but the overall heterogeneity, although significant, decreased and, for studies in HICs, no overall incoherence and intra-loop incoherence emerged. Statistical
agreement between direct and indirect estimates was
found for all comparisons. Subgroup analysis by level of
intervention revealed that in most studies with the primary
outcome available, the interventions were delivered individually (14 studies). In this subgroup, heterogeneity was
found in the only comparison (CBT vs WL) with three
studies available, and a significant overall incoherence
emerged. However, results from pairwise comparisons
were consistent with those from the primary analysis. In
terms of group interventions, tests for heterogeneity and
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029
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1.11 (0.60,2.04)
0.56 (0.29,1.06)
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incoherence were not possible due to the limited available data (four studies) (online supplemental material).
Secondary outcomes
Results for depression and anxiety are reported in online
supplemental material, with 13 studies contributing to the
analysis on depressive symptoms and 11 studies on anxiety
symptoms. CBT was associated with a higher reduction of
depressive symptoms compared with WL, and with higher
reduction of anxiety symptoms compared with TAU and
WL. No significant differences emerged between active
interventions. A significant overall heterogeneity (p
value <0.001) emerged for both depression (SD 1.88,
in the inconsistency model; SD 1.65, in the consistency
model) and anxiety (SD 1.86, in the inconsistency model;
SD 1.70, in the consistency model) and substantial heterogeneity was detected for some pairwise comparisons
involving mostly CBT and WL (I2 95.2% and 88.0% for
depression; 92.2% and 86.0% for anxiety). However,
for these outcomes no overall incoherence (design-by-
treatment test, depression p value 0.631 and anxiety p
value 0.694) and intra-loop incoherence emerged, and
generally, results of the NMA were consistent with results
from pairwise meta-analyses. There was statistical agreement between direct and indirect estimates (online
supplemental material).
For the analyses on functioning, quality of life and
well-being, the interpretation is limited due to restricted
number of studies available. For functioning, only
one indirect comparison between SSM versus WL was
computed, which did not reveal any significant difference. For quality of life and well-being, results from the
net league table showed that SH+ was significantly more
effective than TAU (SMD 0.41; 95% CI 0.25 to 0.57),
consistently with the results from pairwise meta-analysis.
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029

Tests for heterogeneity and incoherence were not
possible due to the limited available data (online supplemental material).
DISCUSSION
The present NMA estimated the relative treatment
effects of various psychosocial interventions for asylum
seekers and refugees with PTSD in both HICs and
LMICs. Notably, the probability of the ranking order for
each intervention was calculated, allowing to rank interventions even when direct head-to-head studies were not
available.
A total of 23 studies and 2308 participants were included
in this review. CBT, NET and EMDR were the most represented interventions in terms of included studies. CBT
and EMDR appeared to have the greatest effects in
reducing PTSD symptoms, with the highest probability of
being at the top of the hierarchy, as shown by the cumulative probability plots. No significant evidence of efficacy
for other interventions was found, probably due to the
limited number of the included studies. Results of sensitivity analyses generally confirmed a better performance
for CBT and EMDR, while interpretation of subgroup
analyses was heavily limited by the low number of studies
available in each subgroup. However, results were consistent with the primary analyses.
Previous meta-analyses were able to show the benefit
of trauma-focused interventions for refugees and asylum
seekers with PTSD, and suggested a promising role for
EMDR and NET.19–23 However, the comparative and relative efficacy of these interventions could not be ascertained. In the present review, we showed that, among all
interventions, those based on CBT with a trauma-focused
component were the most effective, followed by EMDR.
7
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Figure 3 Forest plots comparing each treatment with waitlist for PTSD symptoms with the corresponding ranking probability
(SUCRA) for each intervention. Statistically significant results are coloured in blue. CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy; CI,
confidence interval; EMDR, eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing; NET, narrative exposure therapy; PTSD, post-
traumaticstress disorder; SH+, self-help plus; SMD, standardised mean difference; SUCRA, surface under the cumulative
ranking.
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analysis for the primary outcome showed no evidence of
publication bias. Finally, we found no clear evidence of
violations of the transitivity assumption when comparing
characteristics of studies across interventions. However,
in some outcomes, the number of studies per comparison was small and the case of intransitivity cannot be
completely excluded.
All these limitations should be considered within the
scope of the challenging context within which many
studies have been undertaken and the complex needs of
the target populations.76 Personal narratives, vulnerabilities, barriers to access health services, cultural perspectives on mental illness and help-seeking, and variation in
cultural concepts of distress have been recognised as key
variables influencing efficacy of interventions with refugees and asylum seekers.7 Furthermore, many mental
health professionals may have reservations to work with
refugees as this work is often perceived as more challenging due to anticipated language, cultural and legal
difficulties.18 This, in turn, may influence treatment efficacy. In addition, refugees and asylum seekers may be
less willing to engage in psychosocial intervention studies
because of the stigma associated with psychological problems and the lack of knowledge about reasons for being
offered a psychosocial intervention.77–79 Language is
another obstacle for both participants and investigators,
and instrument translation and involvement of native
speakers for conducting the assessments is generally
required.80 Moreover, tools used for identifying groups
who need mental health attention may not be adequate
for different cultural groups, with a potential negative
influence in trust on study outcomes.
A number of implications for research, policy, and practice can be drawn from our findings. Larger and higher
quality studies with long-term assessments of intervention efficacy are needed to consolidate findings and to
enhance our understanding of the sustainability of the
effects of psychosocial interventions. Further direct
comparisons between active interventions are needed
to determine comparative efficacy in a more accurate
way, and the present NMA would suggest that CBT with
a trauma-focused component may be employed as effective reference standard. Moreover, research is needed to
determine whether effective interventions for regular
PTSD are also effective for the ICD11 complex PTSD
diagnosis, as a subset of refugees might meet criteria for
that specific diagnosis.81 Future studies should further
examine common therapeutic factors that are purportedly beneficial, and that could be considered to adapt
the interventions based on specific needs of the refugee
population. It has been argued that evidence-based treatments that are culturally adapted may be more effective
for members of the cultural group for which the treatment was adapted.82 This adaptation process may facilitate engagement of refugees and asylum seekers with
services, and may optimise intervention acceptability and
appropriateness.83 Engagement of refugees with services
may additionally be facilitated by improving interpreter
Turrini G, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e005029. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-005029
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In contrast with Kip and colleagues,19 who highlighted
that NET was effective at follow-up assessments, we failed
to show a significant effect of NET for PTSD symptoms
at postintervention. However, NET appeared more effective than TAU in the subgroup of studies conducted in
HICs, consistently with Nosè and colleagues.20 Given that
only two studies on the efficacy of NET were conducted
in LMICs, we argue that current evidence base on NET
in low resources settings needs to be expanded before
drawing firm conclusions on its overall beneficial effects.
The finding that CBT and EMDR are effective treatments for PTSD is in line with the literature on the
efficacy of psychosocial interventions for PTSD in
general.14 15 However, the current findings should be
interpreted bearing in mind some limitations. First, the
overall number of included studies was relatively low,
with a limited total number of participants contributing
to the primary analysis, and with relatively few direct
comparisons between active interventions. Therefore,
most of our evidence was based on indirect treatment
comparisons, which are more susceptible to bias. In addition, some secondary outcomes like functioning, well-
being and quality of life, which play a relevant role in this
particular population, were poorly reported by the original studies, leading to poorly populated and connected
networks. Second, we included interventions which did
not target PTSD as primary outcome, leading to potential differences on effect. Moreover, the included studies
were heterogeneous in terms of a number of clinical
and methodological aspects, such as participants’ background and country of resettlement, time since resettlement, outcome measures, diagnostic criteria, treatment
content and modalities of delivering the interventions.
These aspects likely contributed to the high level of
statistical heterogeneity that was detected, and that was
not fully explained by subgroup and sensitivity analyses.
Heterogeneity, together with imprecision of CIs around
the treatment estimates, was responsible for an overall
judgement of low confidence according to the GRADE
approach. We note, however, that the overall coherence,
which is a key aspect to consider in NMA,75 appeared to
be well preserved for most analyses. Third, we made the
a priori choice of analysing data at postintervention only,
as we anticipated that in a relevant number of studies
long term data were lacking and networks could have
been poorly connected, leaving uncertainty on the long-
term effect of psychosocial interventions. Moreover, 11
studies included participants that received concomitant
psychopharmacological medications. Although dosages
remained stable throughout the intervention period, and
no differences between treatment groups were found with
respect to medication exposure, we cannot exclude that
having received pharmacological treatment could have
represented a source of variability, with a potential impact
on study outcomes. Fourth, as no comparison included
more than 10 studies, visual inspection of funnel plots for
single comparisons was not conducted, leaving a potential risk of publication bias. However, a global funnel plot
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CONCLUSION
Altogether, the current findings suggest that CBT with
a trauma-focused component and EMDR are effective
in treating PTSD. More research is needed with regard
to other treatment forms. Accordingly, and given the
pressing mental health needs of asylum seekers and refugees, these psychosocial interventions should be made
routinely available to adult asylum seekers and refugees
with PTSD resettled in countries irrespective of income
category. Current and future evidence should inform the
development of evidence-
based guidelines and implementation packages,76 aiming to guarantee that all people
have equitable access to high-quality mental healthcare.
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Search strategy
PUBMED
#10
#9
#8
#7

Search (#4 and #7 and #9)
Search (((randomized controlled trial[pt]) OR (controlled clinical trial[pt]) OR (randomized[tiab]) OR
(randomly[tiab]) OR (trial[tiab]) OR (groups[tiab])) NOT (animals[mh] NOT humans[mh]))
Search (#5 or #6)
Search (abreaction[Title/Abstract] OR "acceptance[Title/Abstract] AND
commitment
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "acting out"[Title/Abstract] OR adlerian[Title/Abstract] OR "analytical
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "analytical psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "anger
control"[Title/Abstract] OR "anger management"[Title/Abstract] OR "animal therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"animal therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "art therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "art
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"assertive
training"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"assertiveness
training"[Title/Abstract] OR "attention training technique"[Title/Abstract] OR "autogenic
training"[Title/Abstract] OR autosuggestion[Title/Abstract] OR "aversion therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR
"aversion therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "balint group"[Title/Abstract] OR befriending[Title/Abstract]
OR "behavior contracting"[Title/Abstract] OR "behavior modification"[Title/Abstract] OR "behavior
regulation"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"behavior
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"behavior
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR
"behaviour contracting"[Title/Abstract] OR
"behaviour
modification"[Title/Abstract] OR "behaviour regulation"[Title/Abstract] OR "behaviour
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "behaviour therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR bibliotherapy[Title/Abstract]
OR
bibliotherapies[Title/Abstract]
OR
biofeedback[Title/Abstract]
OR
"body
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"body
psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"brief
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "brief psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "caregiver
support"[Title/Abstract] OR cbt[Title/Abstract] OR "client centre"[Title/Abstract] OR "client
center"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
behavior"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
behaviorial"[Title/Abstract] OR "cognitive intervention"[Title/Abstract] OR "cognitive
interventions"[Title/Abstract] OR "cognitive rehabilitation"[Title/Abstract] OR "cognitive
remediation"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
technique"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
techniques"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
treatment"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"cognitive
treatments"[Title/Abstract] OR "color therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "color therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR "colour therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "colour therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "compassionate mind
training"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"conjoint
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"conjoint
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "contingency management"[Title/Abstract] OR "conversational
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "conversational therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "conversion
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "conversion therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "coping skills"[Title/Abstract]
OR counseling[Title/Abstract] OR counselling[Title/Abstract] OR countertransference[Title/Abstract]
OR "couples therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "couples therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "covert
sensitization"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"covert
sensitisation"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"crisis
intervention"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"dance
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"dance
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR dialectic[Title/Abstract] OR dialectical[Title/Abstract] OR "dream
analysis"[Title/Abstract] OR eclectic[Title/Abstract] OR "emotion focused"[Title/Abstract] OR
"emotionally focused"[Title/Abstract] OR "emotional freedom technique"[Title/Abstract] OR
"encounter group therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "encounter group therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR
"existential therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "existential therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "experiential
2
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psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "experiential psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "exposure
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"exposure
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"expressive
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "expressive psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "eye movement
desensitization"[Title/Abstract] OR "eye movement desensitisation"[Title/Abstract] OR "family
intervention"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"family
interventions"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"family
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "family therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "feminist therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"feminist
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"free
association"[Title/Abstract]
OR
freudian[Title/Abstract]
OR
"geriatric
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"geriatric
psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"gestalt
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"gestalt
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR griefwork[Title/Abstract] OR "group intervention"[Title/Abstract] OR
"group interventions"[Title/Abstract] OR "group psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "group
psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"group
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"group
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"guided
imagery"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"holistic
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "holistic psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "humanistic
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"humanistic
psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
hypnosis[Title/Abstract] OR hypnotherapy[Title/Abstract] OR hypnotherapies[Title/Abstract] OR
hypnotizability[Title/Abstract] OR hypnotisability[Title/Abstract] OR imagery[Title/Abstract] OR
"implosive therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "implosive therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "individual
psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "individual psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "insight
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "insight therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "integrated psychological
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "integrative psychotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "integrative
psychotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "integrative therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "integrative
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR interpersonal[Title/Abstract] OR jungian[Title/Abstract] OR
kleinian[Title/Abstract] OR logotherapy[Title/Abstract] OR logotherapies[Title/Abstract] OR
"marathon group therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "marathon group therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR
"marital
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"marital
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
meditation[Title/Abstract]
OR
"mental
healing"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"metacognitive
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "metacognitive therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "metacognitive
training"[Title/Abstract] OR "milieu therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "milieu therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR
mindfulness[Title/Abstract]
OR
"morita
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"morita
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR multimodal[Title/Abstract] OR "music therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR
"music therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "narrative therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "narrative
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "nondirective therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "nondirective
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "object relations"[Title/Abstract] OR "person centred
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "person centred therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "person centered
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "person centered therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "personal construct
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "personal construct therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "persuasion
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "persuasion therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "pet therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"pet
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"play
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"play
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "primal therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "primal therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"problem
solving"[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychoanalyse[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychoanalysed[Title/Abstract] OR psychoanalysis[Title/Abstract] OR psychoanalytic[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychodrama[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychodynamic[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychoeducate[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychoeducation[Title/Abstract]
OR
psychoeducating[Title/Abstract] OR psychologic[Title/Abstract] OR psychological[Title/Abstract] OR
psychologically[Title/Abstract] OR "psychological therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychological
3
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#6

#5
#4
#3
#2
#1
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therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychosocial treatment"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychosocial
treatments"[Title/Abstract] OR psychotherapy[Title/Abstract] OR psychotherapies[Title/Abstract]
OR "psychotherapeutic counsel"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychotherapeutic counseling"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"psychotherapeutic
counselling"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"psychotherapeutic
processes"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychotherapeutic training"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychotherapeutic
treatment"[Title/Abstract] OR "psychotherapeutic treatments"[Title/Abstract] OR "rational
emotive"[Title/Abstract] OR "reality therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "reality therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"reciprocal
inhibition"[Title/Abstract]
OR
rehabilitation[Title/Abstract]
OR
rehabilitating[Title/Abstract] OR "relationship therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "relationship
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR relaxation[Title/Abstract] OR "reminiscence therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"reminiscence
therapies"[Title/Abstract]
OR
rogerian[Title/Abstract]
OR
"role
play"[Title/Abstract] OR "role plays"[Title/Abstract] OR "role playing"[Title/Abstract] OR "self
analysis"[Title/Abstract] OR "self analysing"[Title/Abstract] OR "self esteem"[Title/Abstract] OR
"sensitivity
training"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"sex
therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"sex
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "sleep phase chronotherapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "sleep phase
chronotherapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "social skills education"[Title/Abstract] OR "social skills
training"[Title/Abstract] OR "socioenvironmental therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "socioenvironmental
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR sociotherapy[Title/Abstract] OR sociotherapies[Title/Abstract] OR
"solution focused"[Title/Abstract] OR "stress management"[Title/Abstract] OR "support
group"[Title/Abstract] OR "support groups"[Title/Abstract] OR "supportive therapy"[Title/Abstract]
OR "supportive therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "systematic desensitization"[Title/Abstract] OR
"systematic desensitisation"[Title/Abstract] OR "systemic therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "systemic
therapies"[Title/Abstract] OR "therapeutic community"[Title/Abstract] OR "therapeutic
communities"[Title/Abstract]
OR
"transactional
analysis"[Title/Abstract]
OR
transference[Title/Abstract]
OR
transtheoretical[Title/Abstract]
OR
"validation
therapy"[Title/Abstract] OR "validation therapies"[Title/Abstract])
Serach ("Psychotherapy"[Mesh] or "Behavior Therapy"[Mesh] or "Cognitive Therapy"[Mesh] or
"Complementary Therapies"[Mesh] or "Psychoanalysis"[Mesh] or "Counseling"[Mesh] or
"Hypnosis"[Mesh] or "Association"[Mesh] or "Association Learning"[Mesh])
Search (#1 or #2 and #3 or #4)
Search (refugee*[Title/Abstract] OR asylum seeker*[Title/Abstract])
Search ("Refugees"[Mesh])
Search “Stress Disorders, Post-Traumatic”[Mesh]
Search "Mental Disorders"[Mesh]

MEDLINE OVID
1 exp Post Traumatic Stress Disorder/
2 exp mental disorders/
3 exp refugee/
4 exp asylum seeker/
5 1 OR 2
6 3 OR 4
7 5 AND 6
8 exp Psychotherapy/ or exp Behavior Therapy/ or exp Cognitive Therapy/ or exp Complementary Therapies/
or exp Psychoanalysis/ or exp Counseling/ or exp Hypnosis/ or Association/ or Association learning/
4
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9 (abreaction or "acceptance and commitment therapy" or acting out or adlerian or analytical psychotherap$
or anger control or anger management or animal therap$ or art therap$ or assertive$ training or attention
training technique or autogenic training or autosuggestion or aversion therap$ or balint group or befriending
or behavio?r contracting or behavio?r modification or behavio?r regulation or behavio?r therap$ or
bibliotherap$ or biofeedback or body psychotherap$ or brief psychotherap$ or caregiver support or cbt or
client cent$ or cognitive behavio?r$ or cognitive intervention$ or cognitive rehabilit$ or cognitive
remediation or cognitive technique$ or cognitive therap$ or cognitive treatment$ or colo?r therap$ or
compassionate mind training or conjoint therap$ or contingency management or conversational therap$ or
conversion therap$ or coping skills or counsel?ing or countertransference or couples therap$ or covert
sensitization or crisis intervention or dance therap$ or dialectic$ or eclectic or emotion$ focus$ or emotional
freedom technique or encounter group therap$ or existential therap$ or experiential psychotherap$ or
exposure therap$ or expressive psychotherap$ or eye movement desensiti?ation or family intervention$ or
family therap$ or feminist therap$ or free association or freudian or geriatric psychotherap$ or gestalt
therap$ or griefwork or group intervention$ or group psychotherap$ or group therap$ or guided image$ or
holistic psychotherap$ or humanistic psychotherap$ or hypnosis or hypnotherap$ or hypnoti?zability or
imagery or implosive therap$ or individual psychotherap$ or insight therap$ or integrated psychological
therapy or integrative psychotherap$ or integrative therap$ or interpersonal or jungian or kleinian or
logotherap$ or marathon group therap$ or marital therap$ or meditation or mental healing or metacognitive
therap$ or metacognitive training or milieu therap$ or mindfulness or morita therap$ or multimodal or music
therap$ or narrative therap$ or nondirective therap$ or object relations or person cent$ therap$ or personal
construct therap$ or persuasion therap$ or pet therap$ or play therap$ or primal therap$ or problem solving
or psychoanaly$ or psychodrama or psychodynamic or psychoeducat$ or psychologic$ or psychological
therap$ or psychosocial treatment or psychotherap$ or psychotherapeutic counsel$ or psychotherapeutic
processes or psychotherapeutic training or psychotherapeutic treatment$ or rational emotive or reality
therap$ or reciprocal inhibition or rehabilitat$ or relationship therap$ or relaxation or reminiscence therap$
or rogerian or role play$ or self analys$ or self esteem or sensitivity training or sex therap$ or sleep phase
chronotherap$ or social skills education or social skills training or socioenvironmental therap$ or
sociotherap$ or solution focused or stress management or support group$ or supportive therap$ or
systematic desensiti?ation or systemic therap$ or therapeutic communit$ or transactional analysis or
transference or transtheoretical or validation therap$ or (dream$ adj3 analys$) or (support adj3
psycho$)).mp.
10 8 OR 9
11 exp clinical trial/
12 exp randomized controlled trials/
13 exp cross-over studies/
14 randomized controlled trial.pt.
15 clinical trial.pt.
16 (random$ adj5 control$ adj5 trial$).mp.
17(crossover or cross-over).mp.
18 randomi$.mp.
19 (random$ adj5 (assign$ or allocat$ or assort$ or reciev$)).mp.
11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18 OR 19
7 AND 10 AND 11
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PSYCINFO
S1 asylum seeker* OR refugee* NOT migrant*
S2 mental health OR mental disorders OR mental illness OR post traumatic stress disorder OR ptsd
S3 randomized controlled trials OR randomized control trial OR randomized OR random*
S4 psychosocial interventions OR psychological OR treatment OR psychotherapy OR counseling
S5 (psychosocial interventions OR psychological OR treatment OR psychotherapy OR counseling) AND (S1
AND S2 AND S3 AND S4)

WEB OF SCIENCE
# 4 #3 AND #2 AND #1
# 3 TS=(psychother* OR psychological OR psychosocial OR therapy OR intervent* OR treatment OR counsel*
OR support* OR mental)
# 2 TS=(refugee* OR asylum seeker* OR migrant* OR immigrant)
# 1 TS=(randomized controlled trial OR randomized) AND TS=(controlled AND trial)

COCHRANE CENTRAL REGISTER OF CONTROLLED TRIALS (CENTRAL)
#1 MeSH descriptor: [Refugees] explode all trees
#2 MeSH descriptor: [Psychotherapy] explode all trees
#3 MeSH descriptor: [Counseling] explode all trees
#4 MeSH descriptor: [Therapeutics] explode all trees
#5 MeSH descriptor: [Cognitive Behavioral Therapy] explode all trees
#6 MeSH descriptor: [Complementary Therapies] explode all trees
#7 #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6
#8 #1 AND #7 in Trials

PILOTS PTSDpubs
S1 AB,TI(refugee* OR asylum seeker*)
S2 AB,TI(psychological)
S3 AB,TI(psychotherapy)
S4AB,TI(psychosocial)
S5 AB,TI(random* control trial OR trial or controlled)
S6 AB,TI(psychological) OR AB,TI(psychotherapy) OR AB,TI(psychosocial)
S7 AB,TI(refugee* OR asylum seeker*) AND (AB,TI(psychological) OR AB,TI(psychotherapy) OR
AB,TI(psychosocial)) AND ((random control trial) OR AB,TI(random* control trial OR trial or controlled))

CINAHL
S1 asylum seeker* OR refugee* NOT migrant*
S2 mental health OR mental disorders OR mental illness OR post traumatic stress disorder OR ptsd
S3 randomized controlled trials OR randomized control trial OR randomized OR random*
S4 psychosocial interventions OR psychological OR treatment OR psychotherapy OR counselling
S5 (psychosocial interventions OR psychological OR treatment OR psychotherapy OR counseling) AND (S1
AND S2 AND S3 AND S4)

EMBASE
#1

asylum seeker*:ab,ti OR refugee*:ab,ti NOT migrant*:ab,ti
6
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mental health:ab,ti OR mental disorders:ab,ti OR mental illness:ab,ti OR post traumatic stress
disorder:ab,ti OR ptsd:ab,ti
randomized AND controlled AND trial:ab,ti OR controlled AND clinical AND trial:ab,ti OR
random*:ab,ti
psychosocial intervention*:ab,ti OR psychological:ab,ti OR treatment:ab,ti OR psychotherapy:ab,ti
OR counselling:ab,ti
#1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4
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Description of included intervention and belonging node
Legend:
CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy
EMDR: eye movement desensitization and reprocessing
NET: narrative exposure therapy
SC: supportive/trauma counselling
SH+: self-help plus
SSM: stabilization/stress management
Intervention

Description

Node

Coffee and Family
Education
and
Support
Intervention
(CAFES)

A community-based, family-focused program that is aimed at improving access
to mental health services by impacting family processes.
CAFES was based upon family strength and resilience approaches which
emphasized the roles of family processes in facilitating adjustment, recovery,
and development. Phase I: Joining
Engagement
Session 1 Families in transition
Phase II: Defining the family
Session 2 Family as a system
Session 3 Family in the life cycle
Session 4 Family beliefs
Phase III: Working together in the family
Session 5 Strengthening family identity
Session 6 Family communication (Part 1)
Session 7 Family communication (Part 2)
Phase IV: Using resources outside of the family
Session 8 Families to organizations
Session 9 Families to families
A goal-oriented treatment that focuses on how cognitions affect emotions and
and behaviour and teaches coping skills for dealing with present problems.

Not included
(no suitable
data)

Cognitive
Behavioural
Therapy (CBT)

CBT

CBT can be culturally adapted and the core elements of the intervention are:
psychoeducation about the nature of PTSD; training on relaxation techniques;
cognitive restructuring; emotional regulation; exposure; homework to practice
skills. Another approach is a biofeedback-based cognitive behavioural
intervention (CBT-BF) treatment for pain management in traumatized refugees.
This intervention focuses on hyperarousal as the key factor in the chronification
of PTSD and pain and facilitates the development of strategies for coping with
pain and PTSD symptoms. The manualized CBT-BF protocol consists of 10 weekly
90-minute sessions covering psychoeducation, relaxation strategies, and
cognitive restructuring.
Cognitive
Restructuring (CR)

The CR manual consisted mainly of psychoeducation and cognitive restructuring
of negative thoughts resulting from traumatic experience, and exposure. The
structure of the CR manual was based on a number of themes for the therapist
to select from, based on clinical evaluation and the capabilities and needs of the
patient. Each theme consisted of psychoeducation, suggestions for
interventions as well as suggestions for homework assignments.

CBT

Exposure Therapy
(ET)

In this intervention patient is gradually confronted with anxiety-provoking
trauma-related images and situations with the help of the therapist. Each step
is completed when the patient successfully habituated to the trauma cues.

CBT
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Exposure is initially conducted imaginally, and later in trauma-related, but
harmless in vivo situations. If it was difficult to activate the trauma-related
responses through imaginal exposure, and/or if in vivo exposure was not
feasible, exposure to trauma cues it could be conducted with the help of
traumatic video movie scenes.
Eye Movement
Desensitization
and Reprocessing
(EMDR)

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) is a psychotherapy
treatment that was originally designed to alleviate the distress associated with
traumatic memories. During EMDR therapy the client attends to emotionally
disturbing material in brief sequential doses while simultaneously focusing on
an external stimulus. Therapist directed lateral eye movements are the most
commonly used external stimulus but a variety of other stimuli including handtapping and audio stimulation are often used. EMDR therapy facilitates the
accessing of the traumatic memory network, so that information processing is
enhanced, with new associations forged between the traumatic memory and
more adaptive memories or information. These new associations are thought to
result in complete information processing, new learning, elimination of
emotional distress, and development of cognitive insights.

EMDR

Narrative
Exposure Therapy
(NET)

It is a treatment for trauma-spectrum disorders in survivors of multiple and
complex trauma. During the therapy sessions, the patient, assisted by the
therapist, constructs a detailed chronological account of his or her own
biography. The autobiography is recorded by the therapist in written form and
is corrected and elaborated on each subsequent reading. The therapist writes
down the biography and reads it aloud at the beginning of each following session
for completion and correction. The aim of the therapy is the reorganization of
the generally fragmented report of traumatic experiences into a coherent
narrative. During the confrontation with the aversive life events, the therapist
asks for current and past emotional, physiological, cognitive, and behavioural
reactions, and probes for respective observations. During the last session, the
participant receives the written report of the biography.

NET

Self Help
(SH+)

Self-Help Plus is based on acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), a modern
variant of cognitive behavioural therapy. ACT builds on the cognitive behavioural
therapy tradition and includes some common elements (such as engagement
and

SH+

Plus

psychoeducation); however, ACT uses specific techniques (eg, cognitive
defusion, mindfulness exercises, and values clarification exercises) to help
promote psychological flexibility—the ability to contact the present moment
more fully and to maintain or change behaviour so that the person behaves in a
way that is consistent with their subjectively identified values. Self-Help Plus
incorporates many of these factors, with a strong focus on mindful practices and
grounding, values clarification, and compassion, with the latter also encouraging
a social support element through the practice of acts of kindness towards others
outside of sessions. ACT is a-diagnostic, in that it is not a syndrome-based or
symptom-based approach. Instead it aims to support people in finding more
functional ways of coping with difficult life experiences given their self-identified
values.
Stress Inoculation
Training (SIT)

It is a cognitive behavioural semistructured program aimed at enhancing the
patient’s ability to cope with stress. Techniques applied in SIT are training in
breathing techniques, relaxation training, cognitive restructuring, thought
stopping, guided selfdialog, covert modeling, and role play. Initially, the
participant is asked to report several current stressful situations, both trauma
related and of everyday stress. Subsequently, the participant is taught different
coping strategies for stress and anxiety, which are practiced referring to the
respective examples of stressful situations. First of all, the participant receives

SSM
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training in breathing techniques. On the cognitive level, the participant is trained
in cognitive restructuring in order to reach a different view of the situations that
he or she finds difficult and scary. The patient is also taught thought stopping in
order to be able to stop rumination. Finally, in guided self-dialog the patient is
instructed to find helpful, positive sentences in order to cope better with
stressful situations. The patient is asked to write down these sentences on
pleasant picture postcards. On the behavioural level, covert modeling and role
play are introduced.
Stress
Management
(SM)

The most common SM programme for PTSD is Stress Inoculation Training
(Meichenbaum, 2007). The primary goal of the therapy is to help patients
acquire and consolidate a number of coping skills. Thus, the sessions focus on
learning and applying new coping skills. The SM manual usually include the
following techniques: (1) relaxation, (2) attention diversion and (3) behavioural
activation.

SSM

Stabilization
Therapy (ST)

The aim of stabilisation is to defined as the establishment of safety in physical,
cognitive-behavioural, interpersonal, and social areas of functioning.

SSM

The first phase or stabilisation phase is aimed at enhancing safety, control over
symptoms and socio-psychological competencies through interventions such as
emotion regulation and relational skills building, stress management and
cognitive restructuring; processing of traumatic memories is left until the second
phase.
Supportive
counseling (SC)

There is not a standardized procedure of this intervention.

SC

The main goal of supportive counseling is to explore and strengthen the
participants’ individual, social, and cultural resources. The focus of the
treatment is on current interpersonal problems, personal decisions, and plans
and hopes for the future.
Trauma
Counseling (TC)

It is a combination of a variety of treatment and counseling methods. It is
oriented toward the psychological and social needs expressed by the individual
client, in particular, the discussion of current life problems and conflicts. The
principle of TC is to relate current problems to past traumatic experiences.
Additional skills of TC include nondirective active listening, problem solving, the
exploration of coping skills, and grief interventions.

SC
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Characteristics of included studies
First author, year,
country

Participants’ country
of origin

Intervention

Intervention
level - n° of
sessions

Comparison

Sample
size

% women

Mean age
(SD or range)

PTSD diagnostic
instrument

Setting

Lenght of
follow-up
(months)

Concomitant
medication

Acarturk 2015,
Turkey

Syria

EMDR

I-7

Waiting list

29

76%

36.55 (11.28)

Impact of Event
Scale-Revised IES-R

Refugee Camp

3

No

Acarturk 2016,
Turkey

Syria

EMDR- R TEP

I-4

Waiting list

98

74%

M.I.N.I.
33.68 (10.51) Neuropsychiatric
Interview - PLUS

Refugee Camp

2

No

Adenauer 2011,
Germany

Middle East; Central
East; The Balkans;
Africa

NET

I - 12

Waiting list

34

44%

33.53 (9.93)

Health-care
setting

6

Yes

Buhmann 2016,
Denmark

Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Ex
Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, Other

CBT

I - 12

Waiting list

280

41%

45.00 (9.00)

Health-care
setting

6

Yes

Carlsson 2018,
Denmark

Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Ex
Stress
Yugoslavia,
management
Afghanistan, Other

I - 16

Cognitive
restructuring

140

44%

43.30 (9.50)

Health-care
setting

7

Yes

I - 10

SIT

28

/

/

Health-care
setting

12

No

Hensel-Dittmann
2011, Germany

Unclear

NET

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS
The ICD-10
Classification
of Mental and
Behavioural
Disorders
The ICD-10
Classification
of Mental and
Behavioural
Disorders
Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS
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Hijazi 2014, USA

Hinton 2004, USA

Hinton 2005, USA

Iraq, Syria; Jordan;
Turkey; Other

Vietnam

Cambodia

Hinton 2009, USA

Cambodia

Liedl et al., 2011,
Germany and
Switzerlan

Balkans, Turkey, other
Countries

Neuner et al., 2004,
Uganda

Neuner et al., 2008,
Uganda

Sudan

Somalia, Rwanda

Neuner et al., 2010,
Turkey, Balkans, Africa
Germany

Otto et al., 2003,
USA

Cambodia

NET

CBT

CBT

I-3

I - 11

I - 12

Waiting list

Waiting list

TAU

63

12

40

56%

50%

60%

BMJ Global Health

48.20 (8.90)

Harvard Trauma
Questionnaire –
HTQ

Social care
setting

4

No

/

Structured
Clinical Interview
for DSM-IV - SCID
module for PTSD

Health-care
setting

6

Yes

51.80 (6.78)

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS

Health-care
setting

9

Yes

Health-care
setting

9

No

I - 12

TAU

24

60%

49.50 (8.26)

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS

I - 10

Waiting list
vs. CBT-BF +
physical
activity

36

43%

41.66 (9.90)

M.I.N.I.
Neuropsychiatric
Interview

Health-care
setting

5

No

I-4

TAU vs.
Supportive
Counseling

33.16 (7.00)

Composite
International
Diagnostic
Interview - CIDI

Refugee camp

13

No

NET

I-6

No treatment
vs. Trauma
counseling

277

51%

34.96 (12.70)

Composite
International
Diagnostic
Interview - CIDI

Refugee camp

6

No

NET

I-9

TAU

32

31%

31.35 (7.60)

Posttraumatic
Stress Diagnostic
Scale - PDS

Health-care
setting

8

Yes

Buddhist
temple

not
reported

Yes

CBT

CBT-BF

NET

CBT

G - 10

TAU

43

10

63%

100%

Structured
47.20 (SD not Clinical Interview
reported)
for DSM-IV - SCID
I
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Paunovic & Ost,
2001, Sweden

Unclear

CBT

Shaw et al., 2018,
Malaysia

Afghanistan

CA-CBT

Stenmark et al.,
2013, Norway

Iraq, Afghanistan,
Middle East Countries,
Africa, other Countries

ter Heide et al.,
2011, The
Netherlands

Afghanistan, Algeria,
Angola, Bosnia, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon and
Turkey

ter Heide et al.,
2016, The
Netherlands

Tol et al., 2020,
Uganda

NET

I - 18

Exposure
Therapy

20

15%

G-8

Waiting list

29

100%

I - 10

TAU

81

31%

EMDR

I - 11

Stabilisation
therapy

20

40%

Unclear

EMDR

I-9

Stabilisation
therapy

74

28%

South Sudan

SH+

G-5

ETAU

694

100%

BMJ Global Health

37.90 (7.60)

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS

Health-care
setting

6

Yes

31.86 (9.80)

Harvard Trauma
Questionnaire –
HTQ

Social care
setting

5

No

35.27 (11.04)

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale CAPS

Health-care
setting

8

Yes

Health-care
setting

3

Yes

Health-care
setting

3

Yes

Structured
Clinical Interview
41.50 (8.55)
for DSM-IV - SCID
I
Clinician
Administered
41.45 (11.35)
PTSD Scale CAPS; M.I.N.I.
Interview
30.9 (10.90)

PTSD ChecklistCivilian six-item
version (PCL-6)

Refugee camp

4

No

PTSD Symptoms
Scale; Diagnostic
and Statistical
Manual of
Mental Disorders

Community

18

No

Refugee camp

1

No

Weine et al., 2008,
USA

Bosnia

CAFES

G-9

No treatment

197

52%

37.70 (9.80)

Yurtsever et al.,
2018, Turkey

Syria

EMDR-G-TEP

G-2

Waiting list

47

77%

M.I.N.I.
37.45 (11.08) Neuropsychiatric
Interview
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Abbreviations: I: individual; G: group; CBT-BF: biofeedback-based Cognitive Behavioural Intervention; NET: Narrative Exposure Therapy; CBT: Cognitive Behavioural Therapy; CA-CBT: Culturally
Adapted Cognitive Behavioural Therapy; EMDR: Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing; SH+: Self-Help Plus; CAFES: Coffee and Family Education and Support; EMDR-G-TEP: Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing - Group Traumatic Episode Protocol; SIT: stress inoculation training; TAU: Treatment as usual; ETAU: Enhanced treatment as usual; MINI: MINI International
Neuropsychiatric Interview; PDS: Post Traumatic Stress Diagnostic scale; HTQ: Harvard Trauma questionnaire; HSCL-25: Hopkins Symptoms Checklist-25; VRS: Verbal Rating Scale; FESV: German Pain
Coping Questionnaire; CIDI: Composite International Diagnostic Interview; CIDI-C: Composite International Diagnostic Interview Part C; DFMQ: The Demographic of Forced Migration Questionnaire;
SRQ-20: Self-REPORTING Questionnaire 20; SF-12: 12-item version of the Medical Outcome Study Self Report Form; VCOV: Vivo-Checklist of Organised Violence; SCID: Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-IV; CAPS: Clinician Administered PTSD Scale; SCL-90: Symptom Checklist-90-R; ASI: Anxiety Sensitivity Index; HAS: Hamilton Anxiety Scale; HDS: Hamilton Depression Scale; PSS-SR: PTSD Symptom
Scale - Self Report; IES-R: Impact of Event Scale-Revised; BAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory; STAI-S+T: State Trait Anxiety Inventory; BDI: Beck Depression Inventory; WAS: World Assumptions Scale; QOLI:
Quality of Life Inventory; RHS-15: Refugee Health Screener-15; MOS Social support: Medical Outcomes Study; WHOQOL: World Health Organization Quality of Life Assessment-BREF version; K6:
Kessler 6; PSYCHLOPS: Psychological Outcome Profiles instrument; PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9 item; AAI-II: Acceptance and Action Questionnaire; WHODAS: WHO Disability Assessment
Schedule 2·0; WHO-5: WHO-5 Wellbeing Index; CES-D: The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; SS-VEF: steady-state visual evoked fields; VAS: visual analogue pain scales; SDS:
Sheehan Disability Scale ; SIT: Stress Inoculation Training; HPASS: Headache Panic Attack Severity Scale; OPASS: Orthostatic Panic Attack Severity Scale; NPASS. Neck Panic Attack Severuty Scale; N-FSS:
Neck-Panic Flashback Severity Scale; O-FSS: Orthostatic-Panic Flashback Severity Scale; ERS: Emotion Regulation Scale; O-CCSS: Orthostatic-PA Catastrophic Cognition Severity Scale.
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Risk of bias of included studies
Risk of bias summary: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item for each included study.
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Risk of bias graph: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages
across all included studies.

Risk of bias tables
Acarturk 2015
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "The selection was conducted by using a computer-generated random number
list. [...] Participants were randomly assigned on a 1:1 basis to the EMDR or wait-list
group". Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms: ratio above 1.1.
No details provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

QUOTE: "[...] the outcome assessors were kept blind to the allocation".

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

All randomised patients completed the study and there were no missing data. Results
were reported for all randomised patients.

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all expected outcomes were clearly reported at posttreatment and follow-up.

Low risk

All participants were Syrian and all interviews were carried out in the local language,
with the help of Syrian interpreters. The measures were translated into Arabic.
Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Other bias

Acarturk 2016
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Participants were randomly assigned on a 1:1 basis to the EMDR or wait-list group".
QUOTE: "After including the participants, another researcher, not involved in the current
study, used a computergenerated random-number list for the allocation of participants to
different treatment groups".
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Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Low risk

QUOTE: "[...] the outcome assessors were kept blind to the allocation".
Dropouts were high in the two groups: 18/49 (36.73%) in EMDR group and 16/49 (32.65%) in
WL group. An intent-to-treat was performed, quote: "provide a robust test of the efficacy of
the treatment, and to follow the intention-to-treat principles of data analysis, the missing data
points in the ÷2 analyses were replaced with values that would indicate that drop-outs
retained the diagnosis of trauma after the intervention." Analysis were apparently performed
on all randomized patients and authors stated that the completers’ analyses of the measures
produced the same results.
All outcomes were clearly pre-specified in the protocol and were well reported at posttreatment and follow-up.
All participants were Syrian and all interviews were carried out in the local language, with the
help of Syrian interpreters. The measures were translated into Arabic. Sponsorship bias is
unlikely to have occurred.

Adenauer 2011
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance
bias)

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
Quote: "participants... were randomised using a computer-generated list of random
numbers". Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms: ratio above
1.1.
No details provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

All outcomes were clearly pre-specified in the protocol and were clearly reported in the
paper.

Other bias

Unclear risk

NET was carried out with the help of interpreters if necessary. Two of the authors of the
paper are authors of the NET manual. Sponsorship bias cannot be ruled out.

Post test were carried out by interviewers who were blind to treatament condition.
Analysis carried out only on completers; however, the number of dropout is very low,
balanced across intervention groups with similar reasons for missing data across groups,
that are not related to the outcome (patients moved for deportation).

Buhmann 2016
Bias

Authors' judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "the randomisation sequence was computer generated by the Department of
Biostatistics at University of Copenagen, which was not otherwise involved in the research
project. Randomisation was stratified by gender and total score on HTQ, so that patients with
equal illness severity were allocated to all groups".

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "allocation was concealed by using sequentially numbered sealed envelopes. The
envelopes were kept in an office phisically separate from the clinic and were administred by
secretaries who were not associated with the reasearch project. When a patient had been
included in the trial, the physician telephoned the office administering the randomisation
envelopes and patients were subsequently assigned to a treatment group."

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible
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Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

High risk

QUOTE: "A masked outcome measure was obtained by rating all patients with HRSD and
HRSA at baseline and follow-up. No similar observer-rating existed for PTSD".

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Unclear risk

Missing data have been imputed using appropriated method (full information maximum
likelihood- FIML); however, number of patients included in the analyses correspondes to
completers only. Data on drop out rates are unclear.

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

All expected outcomes were clearly pre-specified in the protocol and well reported in the
paper.

Other bias

Low risk

BMJ Global Health

QUOTE: "All self-report questionnaires were available in the six most common languages at
the clinic, which included the languages of 92% of patients. If no translation was available, an
interpreter translated the official version into the language of the patient." The trial was
funded by the capital region of Copenaghen. Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Carlsson 2018
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "A computer-generated randomisation sequence was obtained from the Department
of Biostatistics at the University of Copenhagen".

QUOTE: "Allocation was concealed by using sequentially numbered sealed envelopes".

Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Low risk

QUOTE: "The measures were all self-report [...] the HAM-D and HAM-A, which were
completed by raters blinded to the time of the interview. [...] If the participants did not
understand any of the above mentioned languages, the questionnaires were translated by an
interpreter during the session. If the participants were illiterate, an interpreter assisted with
reading the questionnaires".

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Low risk

Missing outcome data were low and balanced in numbers across intervention groups.The
analysis were intent-to-treat: QUOTE: "To conduct intention-to-treat analyses the regression
analyses were conducted using Full Information Maximum Likelihood".

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

All expected outcomes were clearly pre-specified in the protocol and well reported in the
paper.

Other bias

Low risk

QUOTE: "All self-administered questionnaires were available in 5 languages: If the
participants did not understand any of the above mentioned languages, the questionnaires
were translated by an interpreter during the session. If the participants were illiterate, an
interpreter assisted with reading the questionnaires". The study was funded by TrygFonden
(J.nr. 7-10-1002). Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Hensel-Dittmann 2011
Bias

Authors' judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "Subjects were randomly assigned to either NET or SIT. Participants were matched
pairwise according to gender, age, and region of origin and were then allocated to NET or
SIT by flipping a coin." Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms:
ratio above 1.1.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk

Personnel cannot be blind for this type of treatment. QUOTE: "In order to avoid any
therapist effects, each therapist was involved in NET and SIT treatments. Treatment was
usually carried out by 1 therapist, with 1 trainee therapist observing and assisting in the
sessions".

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "We aimed to keep the assessors blind to the treatment conditions of the subjects;
however, occasionally the treatment condition was revealed to the rater by responses
from the patient".

No information provided
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Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

High risk

QUOTE: "Aiming at an intention-to-treat analysis, all subjects who were randomized were
included in the outcome analysis. [...] we used mixed effects models".High dropout rate at
the end of the study: 8/15 in NET group and 7/13 in SIT group.

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Unclear risk

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were clearly reported at post-treatment
and follow-up. Socio-demographic information were not reported.

Other bias

Unclear risk

BMJ Global Health

QUOTE: "In 17 cases, we conducted the treatment with the aid of trained interpreters [...]"
Two of the authors of the paper are authors of the NET manual. Sponsorship bias cannot
be ruled out. Study was supported by the European Refugee Fund and the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.

Hijazi 2014
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "the computerized scheme was stratified by recruitment site (agency) and
assistance, and randomised the two conditions in blocks of six in a 2:1 ratio".

Low risk

QUOTE: "the assistant (heretofore blind to condition assignement) opened a sealed envelope
and informed the participants when he or she would be getting the treatment".

Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

High risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Low risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Support for judgement

Low risk

Self-report measures were mailed to participants who completed independently without
interpreters. QUOTE: "all participants were mailed follow up assessment measure and
returned envelopes 2 and 4 months after measure".
QUOTE: "our primary analyses were intent-to-treat, meaning that we retained all 36
participants, regardless of how many intervention or follow-up assessment sessions they
completed. Any missing follow-up data were replaced using the multiple imputation
preocedure in SPSS."
All expected outcomes were clearly pre-specified in the protocol and well reported in the
paper at all FUs.
The personnel were Arabic-speaking as the participants and the measures were translated
into Arabic and most of the translated versions were validated. This research was supported
by the Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation and award RO1 057808 from the
National Institute of Arthritis, Musculoskeletal, and Skin Diseases. Sponsorship bias is
unlikely to have occurred.

Hinton 2004
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "the patients were randomly assigned to two cohorts of 6 each". No further
details provided.
No information provided.

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance
bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

High risk

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Unclear risk

Data are provided for all randomised patients. No details provided on drop-out and
eventual methods to impute missing data.

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all expected outcomes were clearly reported at all
follow-up.

Other bias

High risk

The first author led the CBT sessions. Vietnamese social workers and staff provided
translation and cultural consultation; all patients were Vietnamese; the measures were
translated and validated for Vietnamese population.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Measures were self administered by the patients.
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Hinton 2005
Bias

Authors' judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "patients... were stratified by gender, with random allocation to either the
Initial treatment, or the Delayed Treatment Groups decided by a coin toss".

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "blind to treatment condition, all assessments were made by a
Cambodian bicultural worker".

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Data are provided for all randomised patients; all randomised patients completed
the study and there were no missing data.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all expected outcomes were clearly reported at
all follow-up.

Other bias

High risk

All patients were Cambodian and CBT sessions were conducted by the first author
because fluent in Cambodian; all measures were translated and then backtranslated.

No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Hinton 2009
Bias

Authors' judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "Eligible patients who agreed to participate were stratified by gender,
with random allocation to either initial or delayed treatment decided by a coin
toss".

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "Blind to treatment condition, all assessments were made by a
Cambodian bicultural worker".

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Data are provided for all randomised patients; all randomised patients completed
the study and there were no missing data.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were clearly reported at all time
points.

Other bias

High risk

The first author, who is fluent in Cambodian, conducted or co-led the
intervention. No information provided about the sponsorship.

No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Liedl 2011
Bias
Random sequence generation
(selection bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "...were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions".
Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms: ratio above 1.1.

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

No information provided.
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Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome assessment
(detection bias)

High risk

QUOTE: "The questionnaire were administered using multilingual computer
assisted self interview [...]"

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Only completers data were analysed; missing outcome data were low and balanced
in numbers across intervention groups, with similar reasons for missing data across
groups.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Other bias

High risk

BMJ Global Health

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were clearly reported.

QUOTE: "wherever possible, we used validated version of the questionnaire in the
partecipants native languages". Paper was retracted and the reasons are unknown.

Neuner 2004
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation
concealment (selection
bias)
Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Unclear risk

Unclear risk

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Each participant was randomly assigned (using a dice) to one of three treatment
groups: narrative exposure therapy, supportive counseling, or psychoeducation only".
Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms: ratio above 1.1.
No details provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible
QUOTE: "The local and expert interviewers who carried out the posttests, as well as the
follow-up tests, were blind for the individual participant’s treatment condition. The
respondents were instructed not to inform the interviewers or the trained researchers
about the type of treatment or the number of sessions they had received".

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "To maximize use of information in this study with a small sample size, missing data
were estimated with a restricted maximum likelihood procedure" ... "All participant were
included in analyses".

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all expected outcomes were clearly reported at post-test
and at follow-up.

Other bias

Unclear risk

QUOTE: "Self-report instruments were translated into the Arabic dialect spoken by the
refugees in Imvepi (Juba-Arabic)". The authors of the paper are authors of the NET manual.
Sponsorship bias cannot be ruled out. Research was funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.

Neuner 2008
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Low risk

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

High risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "The list of participants was ordered randomly; the first 4 were consecutively
assigned to the NET, TC, NET, and TC groups; and the fifth was assigned to the MG
(monitoring) group. This procedure was repeated until all 277 participants were assigned."
No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Interviewers were blind with respect to the particular treatment condition.
More than 20% of patients abandoned the study prematurely. Study endopoint: 50/111
missing from NET group; 52/111 missing from TC group. QUOTE: "Aiming at an intention-totreat analysis, we included in the outcome analysis all participants who were
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randomized......we chose to apply mixed-effects models that allow the inclusion of all
available data without the arbitrary replacement or imputation of missing values".
Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Unclear risk

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were clearly reported.

The authors of the paper are authors of the NET manual. Sponsorship bias cannot be ruled
out.

Neuner 2010
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

Unclear risk

QUOTE: "participants were randomised into the two groups using a block permutation
procedure with blocks of four patients".

No information provided.

Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Low risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Unclear risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Support for judgement

Unclear risk

QUOTE: "we aimed at keeping interviewers blind to each partecipant's condition. However,
occasionally, the participants revealed their condition to the interviewer, despite instruction
not to do so".
QUOTE: "we chose to apply mixed effects models that allow the inclusion all available
data....". However results are reported at post treatment only for completers. Only two
patients dropped out from the NET group, one for reasons related to the treatment.
Protocol is not available, however all expected outcomes were clearly reported at endpoint.
Patients were heterogeneous in terms of country of origin. QUOTE: "All instruments were
assessed in the form of structured interviews. NET treatment was carried out according to the
manual by therapists from the University of Konstanz with the help of trained interpreters".
Two of the authors of the paper are authors of the NET manual; Study was funded by
European Refugee Fund. Sponsorship bias cannot be ruled out.

Otto 2003
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Unclear risk

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "five patients were randomly assigned to sertraline treatment, and five to
sertraline treatment plus ten sessions of CBT". No information provided about the
sequence generation process. Difference in the average baseline value across treatment
arms: ratio above 1.1.
No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

High risk

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Unclear risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were reported, even if the total score of
primay outcome is not reported.

Other bias

Low risk

All participants were Cambodian (Khmer-speaking); treatment services were provided in
Khmer; most of the scales have been validated for Khmer population. Sponsorship bias is
unlikely to have occurred.

No details are provided on how the outcomes were assessed

Drop-out data are not reported.
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Paunovic 2001
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance
bias)

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "The patients were randomly assigned to two treatments, CBT or E, with the
provision that no more than two consecutive patients could be randomized to the
same condition."
No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

High risk

QUOTE: "an independent assessor was not used; the first author was both the
assessor and the therapist". Some self-report instruments were used without
interpreters according to inclusion criterion.

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

High attrition rate in the treatment group with 3 participants (30%) excluded. This
compared with 1 (10%) in the comparison group. No indication that excluded
participants' outcomes were included in the analyses.

Selective reporting (reporting
bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Unclear risk

Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were reported.

Treatment was conducted by the first author. Sponsorship bias cannot be ruled out.

Shaw 2018
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Unclear risk

Unclear risk

High risk

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

Low risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "random assignment was done through online software. Participants were
randomized either to an initial treatment group [...] or to a waiting list control group"

No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

QUOTE: "the research assistant was not blind to group assignment"
QUOTE: "An intention-to-treat approach was utilized". Missing data were very few [...]
with no missing data in the waitlist control group for all measurements, and no more
than three participants missing in the treatment group at post tretament and 3 month
follow-up".
Protocol is not available. All expected outcomes were reported.

All Afghan participants. Intervention groups were facilitated jointly by the first authory.
Some support received form Carefugees in Malaysia.

Stenmark 2013
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Participants were randomized to the treatment conditions by drawing ball from a
bag with an a-priori 2/3 chance of receiving NET and 1/3 chance of receiving TAU".
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Allocation concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Unclear risk

Unclear risk

Low risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

High risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

High risk

Other bias

Unclear risk

BMJ Global Health

No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible
Single blind: outcomes assessor. QUOTE: "assessor had no access to information about
what therapy the patients' had been assigned to and the therapists were instructed not to
reveal the type of treatment their patients were given. The aim was to make the assessor
as blind as possible to the patients' treatments."
Drop-out were high in both arms (36% and 30% respectively) with similar reasons across
groups. Authors state that intention-to-treat analyses were conducted and that results did
not differ from treatment completers. However only completers results are reported.
Protocol is available and all prespecified outcomes were reported however data in the
paper are reported only in graphs.
There were differences in the background training of the therapists. Patients were
heterogeneous in terms of country of origin. QUOTE: "assessment tools were not validated
to the language and culture of each participant". Two of the authors of the paper are
authors of the NET manual.

ter Heide 2011
Bias
Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)
Allocation
concealment (selection
bias)
Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Authors' judgement

Low risk

Low risk

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Participants were assigned to their experimental group using simple randomisation
through flipping a coin". Difference in the average baseline value across treatment arms:
ratio above 1.1.
QUOTE: "An independent research associate performed randomisation".

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "The interview was administered in Dutch by trained, blind assessors. Blindness was
maintained in 33 out of 44 assessments (70%)".

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

High risk

Drop-out were high in both arms (50%) with similar reasons across groups. Authors stated
that no significant differences were found between completers and drop-outs. Primary and
secondary outcomes were provided for completers only.

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all outcome were reported in the paper.
Patients were heterogeneous in terms of country of origin. QUOTE: "Self-report
questionnaires were administered in the patient’s native language if possible; interpreters
were used when necessary [...] This study was partially funded by ZonMW, the Netherlands
organisation for health research and development". Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have
occurred.

ter Heide 2016
Bias

Authors' judgement

Support for judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "A two-arm design was used in which participants were randomly assigned to
either 12 h (9 session) of EMDR therapy or 12h (12 sessions) of stabilisation as usual. [...]
Participants were assigned to their experimental gropu through flipping a coin".

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "An indipendet research associated who was not otherwise involved in the
inclusion process performed randomization".

Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible
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Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

Low risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

High risk

BMJ Global Health

QUOTE: "Interviews were administered by trained Master’s students in psychology who
were kept masked to treatment condition by having limited access to participant data and
by asking participants not to reveal treatment content".
Drop-out rates were high in both arms (32.4% in EMDR group [12/37] and 37.8% in
stabilisation group [14/37]) with similar reasons across groups.
Authors stated that an intent-to-treat analyses for primary outcomes was performed (tab
3): quote "Bayesian analysis enables full intent-to-treat analysis as missing data are
automatically imputed".

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Low risk

Protocol is not available, however all outcome were reported in the paper.
QUOTE: "Interpreters were used whenever the participant did not speak Dutch and the
instrument was not available in the participant’s native language. This study was jointly
funded by ZonMW, The Netherlands organisation for health research and development, and
Foundation Centrum ’45 [...]". Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Tol 2020
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)
Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)
Blinding of outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Low risk

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Randomisation was done by an independent epidemiologist at Johns Hopkins
University (Baltimore, MD, USA). A simple random allocation sequence was generated using
Stata 14 and villages were allocated to intervention with enhanced usual care or enhanced
usual care alone. [...] households were randomly selected by spinning a bottle [...] If there
were multiple eligible women we randomly selected one by drawing slips".
See above

Unclear risk
Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

Low risk

QUOTE: "The allocation sequence was hidden from assessors. [...] To maintain masking,
assessors
worked in a separate office and visited the settlement on different days from Self-Help Plus
facilitators, who were instructed not to disclose allocation".

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Low risk

Low attrition rates. QUOTE: "Most of these participants were lost to follow-up because they
moved location. Participants lost to follow-up were similar in number across study groups,
and attrition was not significantly related to study condition, marital status, work status, or
education.[...] For participants lost at follow-up, we used listwise deletion (or complete case
analysis), an acceptable approach when the level of missing data is minimal

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

QUOTE: "The trial protocol was published previously, and no changes were made to design
after the trial started". All outcome were reported in the paper

Other bias

Low risk

Participatns were all south Sudanese female refugees. Measures were translated in Juba
Arabic and reviewed by an independent South Sudanese mental health expert to assess
translations for clinical validity. Project funded by the Research for Health in Humanitarian
Crises (R2HC) Programme, managed by ELRHA. Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Weine 2008
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection
bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants
and personnel
(performance bias)

Unclear risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions". No information
provided about the sequence generation process.

No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible
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Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection
bias)

High risk

Incomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Unclear risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

High risk

Other bias

Low risk

BMJ Global Health

No details are provided on how the outcomes were assessed.
QUOTE: "The attrition rates for assessments of the control and intervention groups,
respectively, were as follows: 14% and 17% (6 months); 10% and 6% (12 months); 1% and
4% (18 months)". Authors did not reported sufficient information (number randomized not
stated, no reasons for missing data provided).
Protocol is not available. Most of the outcomes were not reported as raw data but only as
random effects model.
All partecipants were Bosnian. QUOTE: "all instruments were translated into Bosnian by the
research team. Back translations were used to improve the word selection and to verify that
questions were understandable to the refugees." The work was supported by the National
Institute of Mental Health. Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.

Yurtsever 2018
Bias

Authors' judgement

Random sequence
generation (selection bias)

Low risk

Allocation concealment
(selection bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of participants and
personnel (performance
bias)

Unclear risk

Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias)

Low risk

Incomplete outcome data
(attrition bias)

High risk

Selective reporting
(reporting bias)

Low risk

Other bias

Low risk

Support for judgement
QUOTE: "Participants who had an IES-R score of equal or above 33 were randomly
assigned
by a computer program to the experimental group (EMDR GTEP= 31) and the EMDR
control group (control group =32)".
No information provided.

Blinding patients and therapists in psychotherapy is not possible

QUOTE: "None of the therapists who ran the groups took a role in conducting the
surveys of the participants or saw the results".
QUOTE: “Ten people from the experimental group were unable to attend two sessions
of G-TEP and so were also excluded from the study (n = 21).” Analysis carried out only
on completers.
Protocol is not available, however all outcome were reported in the paper.
QUOTE: "the ethical approval was given by the EMDR Turkey Research Committee".
Syrian arabic version of instruments has been used. The testers spoke Arabic and
Turkish fluently. Sponsorship bias is unlikely to have occurred.
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PRISMA NMA checklist
Section/Topic

Item #

Checklist Item

Reported
on Page #

TITLE
Title

1

Identify the report as a systematic review incorporating a network meta-analysis (or related form of
meta-analysis).

2

Provide a structured summary including, as applicable:
Background: main objectives
Methods: data sources; study eligibility criteria, participants, and interventions; study appraisal; and
synthesis methods, such as network meta-analysis.
Results: number of studies and participants identified; summary estimates with corresponding
confidence/credible intervals; treatment rankings may also be discussed. Authors may choose to
summarize pairwise comparisons against a chosen treatment included in their analyses for brevity.
Discussion/Conclusions: limitations; conclusions and implications of findings.
Other: primary source of funding; systematic review registration number with registry name.

Rationale

3

6

Objectives

4

Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known, including mention of why
a network meta-analysis has been conducted.
Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed, with reference to participants,
interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS).

ABSTRACT
Structured
summary

1

3

INTRODUCTION

6

METHODS
Protocol and
registration

5

Indicate whether a review protocol exists and if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web address); and,
if available, provide registration information, including registration number.

6

Eligibility
criteria

6

7

Information
sources

7

Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report characteristics (e.g., years
considered, language, publication status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving rationale. Clearly describe
eligible treatments included in the treatment network, and note whether any have been clustered or
merged into the same node (with justification).
Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, contact with study authors to
identify additional studies) in the search and date last searched.

Search

8

Study selection

9

Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any limits used, such that it
could be repeated.
State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in systematic review, and, if
applicable, included in the meta-analysis).

Not
reported
7

Data collection
process

10

Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, independently, in duplicate) and
any processes for obtaining and confirming data from investigators.

8

Data items

11

List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding sources) and any
assumptions and simplifications made.

8

Geometry of
the network

S1

9,10,11

Risk of bias
within
individual
studies
Summary
measures

12

Describe methods used to explore the geometry of the treatment network under study and potential
biases related to it. This should include how the evidence base has been graphically summarized for
presentation, and what characteristics were compiled and used to describe the evidence base to
readers.
Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including specification of
whether this was done at the study or outcome level), and how this information is to be used in any
data synthesis.

9,10

Planned
methods of
analysis

14

State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means). Also describe the use of
additional summary measures assessed, such as treatment rankings and surface under the cumulative
ranking curve (SUCRA) values, as well as modified approaches used to present summary findings from
meta-analyses.
Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies for each network metaanalysis. This should include, but not be limited to:
•
Handling of multi-arm trials;
•
Selection of variance structure;
•
Selection of prior distributions in Bayesian analyses; and

13

7

8

9,10
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Assessment of model fit.

Assessment of
Inconsistency

S2

Describe the statistical methods used to evaluate the agreement of direct and indirect evidence in the
treatment network(s) studied. Describe efforts taken to address its presence when found.

10

Risk of bias
across studies

15

Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative evidence (e.g., publication bias,
selective reporting within studies).

10

Additional
analyses

16

Describe methods of additional analyses if done, indicating which were pre-specified. This may include,
but not be limited to, the following:
•
Sensitivity or subgroup analyses;
•
Meta-regression analyses;
•
Alternative formulations of the treatment network; and
•
Use of alternative prior distributions for Bayesian analyses (if applicable).

11

Study selection

17

Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, with reasons for
exclusions at each stage, ideally with a flow diagram.

11

Presentation of
network
structure
Summary of
network
geometry

S3

Provide a network graph of the included studies to enable visualization of the geometry of the
treatment network.

Figure 2

S4

Study
characteristics

18

Provide a brief overview of characteristics of the treatment network. This may include commentary on
the abundance of trials and randomized patients for the different interventions and pairwise
comparisons in the network, gaps of evidence in the treatment network, and potential biases reflected
by the network structure.
For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (e.g., study size, PICOS, follow-up
period) and provide the citations.

Risk of bias
within studies

19

Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome level assessment.

12

Results of
individual
studies
Synthesis of
results

20

12-17

Exploration for
inconsistency

S5

Risk of bias
across studies

22

For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: 1) simple summary data for
each intervention group, and 2) effect estimates and confidence intervals. Modified approaches may
be needed to deal with information from larger networks.
Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence/credible intervals. In larger networks,
authors may focus on comparisons versus a particular comparator (e.g. placebo or standard care), with
full findings presented in an appendix. League tables and forest plots may be considered to summarize
pairwise comparisons. If additional summary measures were explored (such as treatment rankings),
these should also be presented.
Describe results from investigations of inconsistency. This may include such information as measures of
model fit to compare consistency and inconsistency models, P values from statistical tests, or summary
of inconsistency estimates from different parts of the treatment network.
Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies for the evidence base being studied.

Results of
additional
analyses

23

Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-regression
analyses, alternative network geometries studied, alternative choice of prior distributions for Bayesian
analyses, and so forth).

15-16

Summary of
evidence

24

Summarize the main findings, including the strength of evidence for each main outcome; consider their
relevance to key groups (e.g., healthcare providers, users, and policy-makers).

17,18

Limitations

25

18,19

Conclusions

26

Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at review level (e.g., incomplete
retrieval of identified research, reporting bias). Comment on the validity of the assumptions, such as
transitivity and consistency. Comment on any concerns regarding network geometry (e.g., avoidance of
certain comparisons).
Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and implications for
future research.

RESULTS†

21

11

12-17

12-17

16

DISCUSSION

FUNDING
Funding

19,20,21

27

Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support (e.g., supply of data); role of
22
funders for the systematic review. This should also include information regarding whether funding has
been received from manufacturers of treatments in the network and/or whether some of the authors
are content experts with professional conflicts of interest that could affect use of treatments in the
network.
PICOS = population, intervention, comparators, outcomes, study design.
* Text in italics indicates wording specific to reporting of network meta-analyses that has been added to guidance from the PRISMA statement.
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† Authors may wish to plan for use of appendices to present all relevant information in full detail for items in this section.

Abbreviations:
WL = waitlist
TAU = treatment as usual
SH+ = self-help plus
NET = narrative exposure therapy
EMDR = eye movement desensitization and reprocessing
SSM = stabilization/stress management (SM: stress management; ST: stabilization therapy; SIT: stress inoculation
training)
SC = supportive/trauma counselling
CBT = cognitive behavioural therapy
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Primary outcome: PTSD symptoms
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 18
Network map

Net league table

CBT

0.10 (-1.26,1.47)

0.93 (-0.44,2.29)

1.19 (-0.99,3.36)

0.95 (-1.39,3.29)

0.50 (-0.86,1.87)

1.51 (0.36,2.67)

1.41 (0.38,2.43)

-0.10 (-1.47,1.26)

EMDR

0.82 (-0.77,2.41)

1.08 (-1.31,3.48)

0.85 (-1.77,3.46)

0.40 (-0.89,1.68)

1.41 (-0.23,3.05)

1.30 (0.20,2.40)

-0.93 (-2.29,0.44)

-0.82 (-2.41,0.77)

NET

0.26 (-1.72,2.24)

0.02 (-2.37,2.42)

-0.43 (-1.92,1.07)

0.58 (-0.67,1.84)

0.48 (-0.90,1.85)

-1.19 (-3.36,0.99)

-1.08 (-3.48,1.31)

-0.26 (-2.24,1.72)

SC

-0.24 (-3.08,2.61)

-0.68 (-3.04,1.67)

0.33 (-1.66,2.31)

0.22 (-2.03,2.47)

-0.95 (-3.29,1.39)

-0.85 (-3.46,1.77)

-0.02 (-2.42,2.37)

0.24 (-2.61,3.08)

SHplus

-0.45 (-3.04,2.14)

0.56 (-1.47,2.60)

0.46 (-2.01,2.93)

-0.50 (-1.87,0.86)

-0.40 (-1.68,0.89)

0.43 (-1.07,1.92)

0.68 (-1.67,3.04)

0.45 (-2.14,3.04)

SSM

1.01 (-0.59,2.61)

0.91 (-0.45,2.26)

-1.51 (-2.67,-0.36)

-1.41 (-3.05,0.23)

-0.58 (-1.84,0.67)

-0.33 (-2.31,1.66)

-0.56 (-2.60,1.47)

-1.01 (-2.61,0.59)

TAU

-0.11 (-1.50,1.29)

-1.41 (-2.43,-0.38)

-1.30 (-2.40,-0.20)

-0.48 (-1.85,0.90)

-0.22 (-2.47,2.03)

-0.46 (-2.93,2.01)

-0.91 (-2.26,0.45)

0.11 (-1.29,1.50)

WL

Interval Plot
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Pairwise meta-analysis

Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
0
|
-1.651
-2.510
-0.792
1
|
-1.810
-2.283
-1.337
18
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.355
-2.154
-0.556
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 1
3
|
0.162
-0.231
0.555
6
|
-2.213
-3.768
-0.658
19
|
-0.111
-0.871
0.649
21
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.608
-3.314
0.098
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 6
4
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 4
5
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 2
7
|
-2.121
-2.915
-1.328
8
|
-1.904
-2.905
-0.903
12
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.775
-2.450
-1.100
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
14
|
-0.566
-1.124
-0.007
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.434
-0.884
0.016
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------
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7 - 2
9
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 4
9
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
0.641
-0.657
1.940
16
|
0.058
-0.444
0.561
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.134
-0.334
0.603
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity:
Heterogeneity degrees of
statistic
freedom
5
8
8
6
8
4
7
7
6
4
3

-

1
1
6
4
2
2
2
4
5
1
2

9.72
44.50
0.00
0.00
2.71
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.00
0.00

2
3
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0

P

I-squared**

0.008
0.000
.
.
0.257
0.436
.
.
0.412
.
.

79.4%
93.3%
.%
.%
26.3%
0.0%
.%
.%
0.0%
.%
.%

Tau-squared
0.3900
2.6905
0.0000
0.0000
0.0963
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.336
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.036
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.974
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 triangular loops found
* 5 quadratic loops found
Note: Heterogeneity of loop TAU-NET-SC cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
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| TAU-NET-SSM-CBT | 1.561 | 0.655 |
| WL-NET-SSM-CBT | 1.524 | 4.026 |
| WL-NET-EMDR-SSM | 1.084 | 1.130 |
|
TAU-NET-SC | 0.375 | 0.621 |
| WL-EMDR-SSM-CBT | 0.353 | 2.261 |
| WL-TAU-NET-CBT | 0.060 | 2.277 |

2.382
0.379
0.960
0.605
0.156
0.026

|
|
|
|
|
|

0.017
0.705
0.337
0.545
0.876
0.979

|
|
|
|
|
|

(0.28,2.85)
(0.00,9.42)
(0.00,3.30)
(0.00,1.59)
(0.00,4.78)
(0.00,4.52)

|
|
|
|
|
|

0.020
2.690
0.311
0.000
1.248
1.329

BMJ Global Health

|
|
|
|
|

|
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
4
5
6

4
5
8
3
4
7
8
6
7
6
8

*
*
*

*

Direct
Coef.
-.2615775
-1.356682
-1.459607
-.5629431
-.3830952
-.1269145
-1.662751
.244354
.0634569
.3127076
-.0667677

Std. Err.
1.139177
.6648954
.6361259
1.038896
.8017167
1.161561
.6970765
1.144587
1.154287
.8493797
1.112287

Indirect
Coef.
-.6653683
-1.115961
-1.347551
-.7744389
-1.022998
-1.298772
-1.022851
-.9981778
1.23532
.5534056
-.857622

Std. Err.
.9826878
1.310464
1.10832
632.01
1.209345
2.593752
1.270827
1.060652
2.603474
1.19796
.9753308

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
.4037908
1.50446
-.240721
1.469424
-.1120557
1.278076
.2114958
632.0108
.6399027
1.450746
1.171857
2.844386
-.6398998
1.450731
1.242532
1.560469
-1.171863
2.844385
-.240698
1.469442
.7908544
1.479342

tau
P>|z|
0.788
0.870
0.930
1.000
0.659
0.680
0.659
0.426
0.680
0.870
0.593

1.107837
1.101687
1.109184
1.035607
1.081929
1.09029
1.081927
1.057041
1.090289
1.101691
1.097911

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 24.5 |
0.0 |
6.3 |
|
TAU | 20.7 |
0.0 |
6.6 |
|
SH+ | 46.5 |
14.9 |
4.7 |
|
NET | 46.2 |
2.3 |
4.8 |
|
EMDR | 78.8 |
30.7 |
2.5 |
|
SSM | 62.5 |
9.3 |
3.6 |
|
SC | 37.1 |
7.7 |
5.4 |
|
CBT | 83.6 |
35.1 |
2.1 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Funnel Plot

THE P-VALUE OF THE EGGER’S TEST IS 0.178
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Final report

Comparison Number of studies Within-study bias Reporting bias Indirectness
Imprecision Heterogeneity Incoherence Confidence rating
CBT:SSM
1
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
CBT:TAU
3
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns
No concerns Some concerns No concerns
Moderate
CBT:WL
4
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns
No concerns Major concerns No concerns
Low
EMDR:SSM
2
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
EMDR:WL
3
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns
No concerns Major concerns No concerns
Low
NET:SC
1
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
NET:SSM
1
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
NET:TAU
2
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Very low
NET:WL
1
No concerns
Undetected Some concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
SC:TAU
1
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
SH+:TAU
1
No concerns
Undetected Major concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
CBT:EMDR
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
CBT:NET
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
CBT:SC
0
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Very low
CBT:SH+
0
No concerns
Undetected Major concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
EMDR:NET
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
EMDR:SC
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
EMDR:SH+
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
EMDR:TAU
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns
No concerns Major concerns No concerns
Low
NET:SH+
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
SC:SH+
0
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
SC:SSM
0
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
SC:WL
0
Some concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Very low
SH+:SSM
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
SH+:WL
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
SSM:TAU
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
SSM:WL
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Some concerns Some concerns No concerns
Low
TAU:WL
0
No concerns
Undetected
No concerns Major concerns No concerns No concerns
Low
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Secondary outcome: depressive symptoms
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 13
Network map

Net league table

CBT

1.01 (-1.29,3.30)

1.22 (-1.73,4.17)

-0.58 (-5.32,4.16)

1.04 (-1.27,3.35)

0.00 (-3.46,3.46)

2.03 (0.19,3.87)

-1.01 (-3.30,1.29)

EMDR

0.21 (-2.57,2.99)

-1.59 (-6.85,3.68)

0.03 (-1.94,2.01)

-1.01 (-5.16,3.15)

1.02 (-0.68,2.73)

-1.22 (-4.17,1.73)

-0.21 (-2.99,2.57)

NET

-1.80 (-7.38,3.78)

-0.18 (-2.76,2.41)

-1.22 (-5.76,3.33)

0.81 (-1.75,3.37)

0.58 (-4.16,5.32)

1.59 (-3.68,6.85)

1.80 (-3.78,7.38)

SHplus

1.62 (-3.65,6.89)

0.58 (-2.66,3.82)

2.61 (-2.47,7.69)

-1.04 (-3.35,1.27)

-0.03 (-2.01,1.94)

0.18 (-2.41,2.76)

-1.62 (-6.89,3.65)

SSM

-1.04 (-5.20,3.12)

0.99 (-1.14,3.12)

-0.00 (-3.46,3.46)

1.01 (-3.15,5.16)

1.22 (-3.33,5.76)

-0.58 (-3.82,2.66)

1.04 (-3.12,5.20)

TAU

2.03 (-1.89,5.95)

-2.03 (-3.87,-0.19)

-1.02 (-2.73,0.68)

-0.81 (-3.37,1.75)

-2.61 (-7.69,2.47)

-0.99 (-3.12,1.14)

-2.03 (-5.95,1.89)

WL

Interval plot
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Pairwise meta-analysis

Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
0
|
-1.177
-2.004
-0.350
1
|
-1.322
-1.760
-0.883
18
|
0.177
-0.412
0.767
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.770
-1.773
0.233
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 1
3
|
-0.195
-0.589
0.198
6
|
-1.838
-3.275
-0.401
21
|
-6.346
-8.265
-4.427
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-2.676
-5.845
0.494
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 6
4
|
0.196
-0.154
0.546
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.196
-0.154
0.546
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 4
5
|
0.358
-0.528
1.243
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.358
-0.528
1.243
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
12
|
0.000
-1.240
1.240
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.000
-1.240
1.240
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
0.906
-0.448
2.261
16
|
0.016
-0.483
0.514
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.229
-0.516
0.974
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
-0.302
-0.823
0.219
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.302
-0.823
0.219
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
-0.579
-0.741
-0.417
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.579
-0.741
-0.417
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity
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Heterogeneity
statistic
5
7
7
6
7
6
4
3

-

1
1
6
4
2
5
1
2

degrees of
freedom

16.72
41.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.46
0.00
0.00

2
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

P

I-squared**

0.000
0.000
.
.
.
0.226
.
.

88.0%
95.2%
.%
.%
.%
31.6%
.%
.%

BMJ Global Health

Tau-squared
0.6825
7.3520
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1255
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.882
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.649
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.63
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 3 quadratic loops found
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+--------------+-------------------|
| WL-SH+-EMDR-SSM | 2.927 | 5.635 |
0.520 |
0.603 | (0.00,13.97) |
7.352 |
| WL-NET-EMDR-SSM | 2.231 | 2.812 |
0.793 |
0.428 | (0.00,7.74) |
1.780 |
| WL-SH+-NET-EMDR | 0.470 | 1.457 |
0.323 |
0.747 | (0.00,3.33) |
0.601 |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
1
1
1
2
2
4
5
6

4
5
7
3 *
7 *
6
6
7

Direct
Coef.
-.3018354
-.7724727
-2.514686
-.5791176
-1.63e-06
.3577437
.4343449
.1959733

Std. Err.
1.815645
1.049202
1.056201
1.651195
1.766243
1.852069
1.314638
1.682592

Indirect
Coef.
-1.629583
-2.05504
-.0268988
3.481416
-2.436273
-.9700686
-.8483479
-2.291758

Std. Err.
2.27514
2.099598
2.140657
632.4952
282.8538
2.245624
1.94375
1.694466

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
1.327747
2.910813
1.282567
2.347123
-2.487787
2.387838
-4.060533
632.4973
2.436271
282.8596
1.327812
2.91084
1.282693
2.347191
2.487731
2.387956

tau
P>|z|
0.648
0.585
0.297
0.995
0.993
0.648
0.585
0.298

1.796094
1.788052
1.67307
1.649123
1.649126
1.796097
1.788062
1.673082

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 14.8 |
0.1 |
6.1 |
|
TAU | 62.9 |
15.9 |
3.2 |
|
SH+ | 70.5 |
45.1 |
2.8 |
|
NET | 40.4 |
7.8 |
4.6 |
|
EMDR | 45.9 |
5.7 |
4.2 |
|
SSM | 43.8 |
4.6 |
4.4 |
|
CBT | 71.8 |
20.7 |
2.7 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Secondary outcome: anxiety symptoms
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 11
Network map

Net league table

CBT

-0.02 (-2.83,2.79)

0.19 (-2.51,2.88)

2.34 (0.30,4.38)

1.97 (0.28,3.67)

0.02 (-2.79,2.83)

EMDR

0.21 (-2.00,2.41)

2.36 (-1.11,5.83)

1.99 (-0.71,4.69)

-0.19 (-2.88,2.51)

-0.21 (-2.41,2.00)

SSM

2.15 (-1.23,5.53)

1.79 (-1.02,4.59)

-2.34 (-4.38,-0.30)

-2.36 (-5.83,1.11)

-2.15 (-5.53,1.23)

TAU

-0.36 (-3.02,2.29)

-1.97 (-3.67,-0.28)

-1.99 (-4.69,0.71)

-1.79 (-4.59,1.02)

0.36 (-2.29,3.02)

WL
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Interval plot

Pairwise meta-analysis

Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 1
1
|
-1.564
-2.018
-1.109
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.564
-2.018
-1.109
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
3
|
-0.344
-0.739
0.052
6
|
-2.038
-3.536
-0.540
19
|
-0.772
-1.559
0.015
21
|
-6.043
-7.886
-4.200
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-2.065
-3.719
-0.411
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 4
4
|
0.240
-0.110
0.591
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.240
-0.110
0.591
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 2
7
|
-3.701
-4.765
-2.638
8
|
-2.731
-3.907
-1.554
12
|
-0.521
-1.800
0.758
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-2.345
-4.148
-0.542
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 3
15
|
0.576
-0.711
1.863
16
|
0.307
-0.194
0.808
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.342
-0.125
0.809
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity

3 - 1
5 - 1

Heterogeneity
statistic
0.00
38.51

degrees of
freedom
0
3

P
.
0.000

I-squared**
.%
92.2%

Tau-squared
0.0000
2.4687
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5 - 4
5 - 2
4 - 3

0.00
14.25
0.15

0
2
1

.
0.001
0.703

.%
86.0%
0.0%

BMJ Global Health

0.0000
2.1808
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneit

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.864
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.700
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.69
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 quadratic loops found
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| WL-EMDR-SSM-CBT | 1.114 | 3.326 |
0.335 |
0.738 | (0.00,7.63) |
1.882 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Evaluation of incoherence
Side
1
1
2
3
4

3
5
5 *
4
5

Direct
Coef.
-1.563919
-2.123547
-2.339161
.4346981
.2403762

Std. Err.
1.878099
.9878901
1.040875
1.362523
1.872293

Indirect
Coef.
-2.798268
-.8890099
-1.609427
-.7999359
-.9945167

Std. Err.
2.517532
2.980842
365.158
2.829962
2.521927

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
1.234349
3.140895
-1.234537
3.140409
-.7297339
365.1598
1.234634
3.141018
1.234893
3.140955

tau
P>|z|
0.694
0.694
0.998
0.694
0.694

1.863724
1.863673
1.700181
1.863737
1.863729

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.
* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 20.0 |
0.1 |
4.2 |
|
TAU | 15.0 |
0.6 |
4.4 |
|
EMDR | 73.1 |
36.6 |
2.1 |
|
SSM | 66.6 |
24.4 |
2.3 |
|
CBT | 75.3 |
38.2 |
2.0 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Secondary outcome: functioning
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Stabilization/Stress Management
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 2
Network map

. indirect _y _stderr study ordine , fixed eff() tabl trta(_t1) trtb(_t2)
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
% Weight
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------Buhmann 2016
| 0.113
-0.279
0.506
100.00
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------I-V pooled ES
| 0.113
-0.279
0.506
100.00
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Heterogeneity chi-squared =
0.00 (d.f. = 0) p =
.
I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) =

.%

Test of ES=0 : z=
0.57 p = 0.572
Meta-Analysis: comparing treatments 1 and 5
Exponential Statistic = 1.12
Log statistic ln() = .113 and standard error = .2(var = .04)
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
% Weight
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------Carlsson 2018
| 0.098
-0.252
0.447
100.00
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------
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I-V pooled ES
| 0.098
-0.252
0.447
100.00
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Heterogeneity chi-squared =
0.00 (d.f. = 0) p =
.
I-squared (variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity) =

.%

Test of ES=0 : z=
0.55 p = 0.583
----------------------------------------Meta-Analysis: comparing treatments 4 and 5
Exponential Statistic = 1.103
Log statistic ln() = .098 and standard error = .178 (var = .032)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Indirect comparison: 1 vs 4
Exponential Statistic =1.015 with CI [ .6, 1.718]
Log statistic ln() = .015 and standard error = .268 (var = .072)
Confidence Interval: [-.51, .541]
Heterogeneity statistic ChiSquared: =.003, p-value: = .955
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Secondary outcome: wellbeing/quality of life
Intervention codes:

ALL STUDIES
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Supportive Counseling

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ONLY CONNECTED
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
Supportive Counseling

1
2
3
4
5

Studies contributing to the analysis
-

All studies n= 4
Only connected n= 3

Network map

ALL STUDIES

ONLY CONNECTED
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Net league table

NET

-0.15 (-0.89, 0.59)

0.26 (-0.52, 1.03)

0.15 (-0.59, 0.89)

SC

-0.26 (-1.03, 0.52)

-0.41 (-1.21, 0.39)

-0.15 (-0.91, 0.61)

-0.37 (-0.89, 0.16)

0.41 (-0.39, 1.21)

-0.00 (-0.78, 0.78)

-0.22 (-1.13, 0.69)

SHplus

-0.41 (-0.57, -0.25)

-0.62 (-1.56, 0.31)
-0.22 (-1.14, 0.71)

WL

0.15 (-0.61, 0.91)

0.00 (-0.78, 0.78)

0.41 (0.25, 0.57)

TAU

0.37 (-0.16, 0.89)

0.22 (-0.69, 1.13)

0.62 (-0.31, 1.56)

0.22 (-0.71, 1.14)

Interval plot
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Pairwise meta-analysis

ALL STUDIES
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
0.149
-0.611
0.909
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.149
-0.611
0.909
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
9
|
0.000
-0.785
0.785
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.000
-0.785
0.785
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 4
9
|
-0.149
-0.893
0.594
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.149
-0.893
0.594
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
-0.957
-2.324
0.410
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.957
-2.324
0.410
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
0.366
-0.156
0.888
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.366
-0.156
0.888
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
0.407
0.247
0.568
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.407
0.247
0.568
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

ONLY CONNECTED
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
0.149
-0.611
0.909
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.149
-0.611
0.909
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 2
9
|
0.000
-0.785
0.785
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.000
-0.785
0.785
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 4
9
|
-0.149
-0.893
0.594
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.149
-0.893
0.594
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
0.366
-0.156
0.888
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.366
-0.156
0.888
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
0.407
0.247
0.568
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.407
0.247
0.568
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

***** NO TEST OF HETEROGENEITY (1 study per each comparison): Fixed effects*****
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*** NO CONSISTENCY PLOT (no pair for which direct and indirect comparison available at
the same time): Consistency by definition ***
SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 21.0 |
2.8 |
4.2 |
|
TAU | 38.0 |
0.0 |
3.5 |
|
SH+ | 87.3 |
67.4 |
1.5 |
|
NET | 62.4 |
20.1 |
2.5 |
|
SC | 41.4 |
9.7 |
3.3 |
+--------------------------------------+

******** NO FUNNEL PLOT (1 study per comparison)*****************
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Secondary outcome: acceptability
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 20
Network map

Net league table
1.98 (0.88,4.50)

1.00 (0.32,3.13)

0.81 (0.23,2.79)

1.61 (0.44,5.95)

1.31 (0.57,3.02)

0.95 (0.28,3.22)

1.11 (0.60,2.04)

0.50 (0.22,1.14)

EMDR

0.50 (0.15,1.66)

0.41 (0.11,1.47)

0.81 (0.21,3.15)

0.66 (0.28,1.54)

0.48 (0.13,1.71)

0.56 (0.29,1.06)

1.00 (0.32,3.13)

1.98 (0.60,6.52)

NET

0.81 (0.49,1.34)

1.61 (0.80,3.25)

1.31 (0.44,3.94)

0.95 (0.56,1.60)

1.11 (0.37,3.33)

1.24 (0.36,4.28)

2.46 (0.68,8.89)

1.24 (0.75,2.06)

SC

1.99 (0.93,4.27)

1.62 (0.49,5.42)

1.18 (0.65,2.14)

1.38 (0.41,4.58)

0.62 (0.17,2.30)

1.23 (0.32,4.79)

0.62 (0.31,1.26)

0.50 (0.23,1.07)

SHplus

0.81 (0.23,2.94)

0.59 (0.37,0.94)

0.69 (0.19,2.47)

0.76 (0.33,1.76)

1.51 (0.65,3.53)

0.76 (0.25,2.30)

0.62 (0.18,2.05)

1.23 (0.34,4.43)

SSM

0.72 (0.22,2.39)

0.85 (0.36,1.98)

1.05 (0.31,3.57)

2.09 (0.59,7.46)

1.05 (0.62,1.78)

0.85 (0.47,1.55)

1.70 (1.06,2.72)

1.38 (0.42,4.56)

TAU

1.17 (0.36,3.83)

0.90 (0.49,1.65)

1.79 (0.94,3.39)

0.90 (0.30,2.70)

0.73 (0.22,2.42)

1.45 (0.40,5.20)

1.18 (0.51,2.75)

0.85 (0.26,2.80)

WL

CBT

Interval plot
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Pairwise meta-analysis
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------E - A
0
|
1.069
0.020
57.483
1
|
0.835
0.363
1.921
18
|
0.143
0.036
0.573
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.433
0.107
1.748
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------D - A
2
|
7.500
0.791
71.086
20
|
0.343
0.037
3.136
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.593
0.077
32.756
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - A
3
|
1.204
0.570
2.543
6
|
1.000
0.017
58.434
19
|
1.000
0.156
6.420
21
|
0.263
0.012
5.650
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.088
0.558
2.121
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - F
4
|
1.376
0.451
4.196
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.376
0.451
4.196
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------F - D
5
|
1.021
0.230
4.526
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.021
0.230
4.526
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - B
7
|
1.000
0.019
52.849
8
|
1.000
0.018
54.465
Sub-total
|
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D+L pooled ES
|
1.000
0.060
16.710
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------D - B
9
|
0.424
0.039
4.662
10
|
1.198
0.610
2.352
11
|
0.176
0.008
3.969
14
|
0.786
0.298
2.071
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.948
0.557
1.614
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------G - B
9
|
1.182
0.066
21.175
10
|
1.341
0.685
2.625
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.332
0.692
2.563
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------G - D
9
|
2.786
0.256
30.273
10
|
1.119
0.654
1.915
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.169
0.693
1.975
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------F - E
15
|
2.667
0.361
19.712
16
|
1.000
0.264
3.792
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
1.352
0.446
4.099
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------C - B
22
|
0.590
0.368
0.944
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.590
0.368
0.944
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------Test(s) of heterogeneity
Heterogeneity
statistic
E
D
H
H
F
H
D
G
G
F
C

-

A
A
A
F
D
B
B
B
D
E
B

degrees of
freedom

4.68
3.67
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.16
0.01
0.53
0.64
0.00

2
1
3
0
0
1
3
1
1
1
0

P

I-squared**

0.096
0.055
0.825
.
.
1.000
0.539
0.933
0.465
0.424
.

57.3%
72.8%
0.0%
.%
.%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
.%

Tau-squared
0.8098
3.4636
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 0.501
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 0.134
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.95
Pairwise meta-analysis with fixed-effects
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------E - A
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0
|
1.069
0.020
57.483
1
|
0.835
0.363
1.921
18
|
0.143
0.036
0.573
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
0.535
0.265
1.080
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------D - A
2
|
7.500
0.791
71.086
20
|
0.343
0.037
3.136
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.565
0.323
7.578
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - A
3
|
1.204
0.570
2.543
6
|
1.000
0.017
58.434
19
|
1.000
0.156
6.420
21
|
0.263
0.012
5.650
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.088
0.558
2.121
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - F
4
|
1.376
0.451
4.196
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.376
0.451
4.196
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------F - D
5
|
1.021
0.230
4.526
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.021
0.230
4.526
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------H - B
7
|
1.000
0.019
52.849
8
|
1.000
0.018
54.465
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.000
0.060
16.710
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------D - B
9
|
0.424
0.039
4.662
10
|
1.198
0.610
2.352
11
|
0.176
0.008
3.969
14
|
0.786
0.298
2.071
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
0.948
0.557
1.614
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------G - B
9
|
1.182
0.066
21.175
10
|
1.341
0.685
2.625
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.332
0.692
2.563
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------G - D
9
|
2.786
0.256
30.273
10
|
1.119
0.654
1.915
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.169
0.693
1.975
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------F - E
15
|
2.667
0.361
19.712
16
|
1.000
0.264
3.792
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
1.352
0.446
4.099
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------C - B
22
|
0.590
0.368
0.944
Sub-total
|
I-V pooled ES
|
0.590
0.368
0.944
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------
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Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 triangular loops found
* 5 quadratic loops found
Note: Heterogeneity of loop TAU-NET-SC cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| WL-NET-EMDR-SSM | 0.912 | 1.994 |
0.457 |
0.647 | (0.00,4.82) |
0.923 |
| WL-NET-SSM-CBT | 0.768 | 1.476 |
0.521 |
0.603 | (0.00,3.66) |
0.153 |
|
TAU-NET-SC | 0.503 | 0.637 |
0.790 |
0.429 | (0.00,1.75) |
0.000 |
| WL-TAU-NET-CBT | 0.416 | 1.703 |
0.244 |
0.807 | (0.00,3.75) |
0.000 |
| TAU-NET-SSM-CBT | 0.287 | 1.743 |
0.165 |
0.869 | (0.00,3.70) |
0.000 |
| WL-EMDR-SSM-CBT | 0.097 | 0.985 |
0.098 |
0.922 | (0.00,2.03) |
0.030 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
D
D
E
F

D
E
H
C
D
G
H
F
G
F
H

*
*
*
*

Direct
Coef.
-.4485984
.6913416
-.0495188
.5283392
.0845849
-.2669197
-.0000295
-.0206196
-.1935466
-.3188552
-.3194275

Std. Err.
.8205838
.4440306
.4154468
.2747806
.3452598
.3932646
1.442485
.7877958
.3641439
.6047516
.6333367

Indirect
Coef.
.2564328
.3760236
-.2003068
.8629567
-.0231472
.588422
.1075721
.6318127
-1.048854
-.6341482
-.2087627

Std. Err.
.8301627
.8715872
.8181055
199.5437
1.58598
1.163372
.763775
.8594658
1.205038
.7652966
.7072879

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
-.7050311
1.16775
.315318
.9676707
.1507881
.9178862
-.3346175
199.5436
.1077321
1.631784
-.8553417
1.257773
-.1076016
1.632235
-.6524323
1.165895
.8553076
1.257769
.315293
.9677199
-.1106648
.9494077

tau
P>|z|
0.546
0.745
0.870
0.999
0.947
0.496
0.947
0.576
0.496
0.745
0.907

.2257647
.2753051
.2775706
.1334322
.1827816
.2216374
.1827694
.2079654
.2216337
.2753102
.2787423

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 54.6 |
9.7 |
4.2 |
|
TAU | 65.0 |
14.5 |
3.4 |
|
SH+ | 23.4 |
0.3 |
6.4 |
|
NET | 59.8 |
5.5 |
3.8 |
|
EMDR | 14.0 |
0.5 |
7.0 |
|
SSM | 41.3 |
6.2 |
5.1 |
|
SC | 78.9 |
41.1 |
2.5 |
|
CBT | 63.0 |
22.2 |
3.6 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Sensitivity analysis: excluding trials with a high risk of bias
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 12
Network map

Net league table

CBT

0.35 (-1.32,2.03)

1.09 (-0.62,2.81)

1.29 (-1.11,3.70)

-0.35 (-2.03,1.32)

EMDR

0.74 (-1.08,2.56)

0.94 (-1.71,3.59)

-1.09 (-2.81,0.62)

-0.74 (-2.56,1.08)

NET

0.20 (-2.03,2.43)

-1.29 (-3.70,1.11)

-0.94 (-3.59,1.71)

-0.20 (-2.43,2.03)

SC

-0.67 (-2.26,0.93)

-0.31 (-1.74,1.12)

0.43 (-1.27,2.12)

0.63 (-1.96,3.21)

0.67 (-0.93,2.26)

1.00 (-1.61,3.60)

1.56 (0.25,2.87)

1.71 (0.27,3.15)

0.31 (-1.12,1.74)

0.64 (-2.35,3.64)

1.21 (-0.76,3.18)

1.36 (0.14,2.57)

-0.43 (-2.12,1.27)

-0.10 (-2.96,2.76)

0.47 (-1.29,2.22)

0.62 (-1.01,2.25)

-0.63 (-3.21,1.96)

-0.30 (-3.47,2.88)

0.27 (-1.97,2.51)

0.42 (-2.11,2.94)

SSM

0.33 (-2.61,3.27)

0.89 (-1.00,2.78)

1.04 (-0.50,2.59)

-1.00 (-3.60,1.61)

-0.64 (-3.64,2.35)

0.10 (-2.76,2.96)

0.30 (-2.88,3.47)

-0.33 (-3.27,2.61)

SHplus

0.56 (-1.69,2.82)

0.71 (-2.16,3.59)

-1.56 (-2.87,-0.25)

-1.21 (-3.18,0.76)

-0.47 (-2.22,1.29)

-0.27 (-2.51,1.97)

-0.89 (-2.78,1.00)

-0.56 (-2.82,1.69)

TAU

0.15 (-1.63,1.93)

-1.71 (-3.15,-0.27)

-1.36 (-2.57,-0.14)

-0.62 (-2.25,1.01)

-0.42 (-2.94,2.11)

-1.04 (-2.59,0.50)

-0.71 (-3.59,2.16)

-0.15 (-1.93,1.63)

WL
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Interval plot

Pairwise meta-analysis

Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
0
|
-1.651
-2.510
-0.792
1
|
-1.810
-2.283
-1.337
18
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.355
-2.154
-0.556
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 1
3
|
0.162
-0.231
0.555
21
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-2.317
-7.291
2.656
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 6
4
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 4
5
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 2
7
|
-2.121
-2.915
-1.328
8
|
-1.904
-2.905
-0.903
12
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.775
-2.450
-1.100
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
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9
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 4
9
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
0.641
-0.657
1.940
16
|
0.058
-0.444
0.561
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.134
-0.334
0.603
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity:
Heterogeneity

5
8
8
6
8
4
7
7
6
4
3

-

1
1
6
4
2
2
2
4
5
1
2

degrees of
statistic
9.72
37.93
0.00
0.00
2.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.00
0.00

freedom
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

P

I-squared**

0.008
0.000
.
.
0.257
.
.
.
0.412
.
.

79.4%
97.4%
.%
.%
26.3%
.%
.%
.%
0.0%
.%
.%

Tau-squared
0.3900
12.5470
0.0000
0.0000
0.0963
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.434
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: 1.147
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.904
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 triangular loops found
* 3 quadratic loops found
Note: Heterogeneity of loop TAU-NET-SC cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Note: Heterogeneity of loop WL-NET-SSM-CBT cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| TAU-NET-SSM-CBT | 1.762 | 0.910 |
1.936 |
0.053 | (0.00,3.55) |
0.096 |
| WL-NET-EMDR-SSM | 1.084 | 1.130 |
0.960 |
0.337 | (0.00,3.30) |
0.311 |
| WL-EMDR-SSM-CBT | 0.893 | 2.716 |
0.329 |
0.742 | (0.00,6.22) |
1.660 |
| WL-TAU-NET-CBT | 0.479 | 3.537 |
0.136 |
0.892 | (0.00,7.41) |
3.636 |
| WL-NET-SSM-CBT | 0.054 | 0.577 |
0.094 |
0.925 | (0.00,1.18) |
0.000 |
|
TAU-NET-SC |
. |
. |
. |
. |
|
0.000 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

*** Note: Loop TAU-NET-SC is formed only by multi-arm trial(s) - Consistent by
definition
Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
4
5
6

4
5
8
3
4
7
8
6
7
6
8

*
*
*
*

Direct
Coef.
-.2615775
-1.357102
-1.974502
-.562943
-.1903732
-.126919
-1.654578
.2443465
.0634569
.3196129
-.0667696

Std. Err.
1.265335
.7444421
.9805079
1.149775
1.285376
1.289238
.7725492
1.264888
1.282688
.9442344
1.229715

Indirect
Coef.
-.9977589
-1.394759
-1.331967
-.2595793
-.7639694
-1.273912
-1.081298
-1.077033
1.210654
.2815427
-1.263717

Std. Err.
1.255494
1.527617
1.307085
200.0651
1.417129
3.600643
1.748636
1.250609
3.607599
1.411883
1.197039

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
.7361814
1.782509
.0376574
1.699282
-.6425353
1.634065
-.3033637
200.0684
.5735962
1.91323
1.146993
3.826286
-.5732792
1.912991
1.32138
1.778754
-1.147197
3.826243
.0380702
1.699545
1.196947
1.71613

tau
P>|z|
0.680
0.982
0.694
0.999
0.764
0.764
0.764
0.458
0.764
0.982
0.486

1.237194
1.244818
1.246009
1.146803
1.225424
1.225416
1.225392
1.186253
1.225414
1.244849
1.216728

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 21.1 |
0.0 |
6.5 |
|
TAU | 26.9 |
0.1 |
6.1 |
|
SH+ | 49.3 |
16.9 |
4.5 |
|
NET | 45.3 |
3.1 |
4.8 |
|
EMDR | 72.7 |
22.1 |
2.9 |
|
SSM | 60.7 |
8.7 |
3.8 |
|
SC | 39.1 |
7.9 |
5.3 |
|
CBT | 84.8 |
41.2 |
2.1 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Sensitivity analysis: excluding studies with PTSD probable diagnosis
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Studies contributing to the analysis n= 14
Network map

Net league table

CBT

-0.30 (-1.27,0.67)

0.72 (-0.32,1.77)

1.04 (-0.44,2.51)

0.22 (-0.66,1.10)

1.43 (0.61,2.25)

0.55 (-0.23,1.33)

0.30 (-0.67,1.27)

EMDR

1.02 (-0.25,2.29)

1.34 (-0.33,3.01)

0.52 (-0.35,1.40)

1.73 (0.55,2.92)

0.85 (-0.00,1.70)

-0.72 (-1.77,0.32)

-1.02 (-2.29,0.25)

NET

0.31 (-0.96,1.59)

-0.50 (-1.59,0.59)

0.71 (-0.14,1.56)

-0.18 (-1.41,1.06)

-1.04 (-2.51,0.44)

-1.34 (-3.01,0.33)

-0.31 (-1.59,0.96)

SC

-0.81 (-2.37,0.75)

0.40 (-0.89,1.68)

-0.49 (-2.12,1.13)

-0.22 (-1.10,0.66)

-0.52 (-1.40,0.35)

0.50 (-0.59,1.59)

0.81 (-0.75,2.37)

SSM

1.21 (0.15,2.27)

0.32 (-0.65,1.30)

-1.43 (-2.25,-0.61)

-1.73 (-2.92,-0.55)

-0.71 (-1.56,0.14)

-0.40 (-1.68,0.89)

-1.21 (-2.27,-0.15)

TAU

-0.89 (-1.98,0.21)

-0.55 (-1.33,0.23)

-0.85 (-1.70,0.00)

0.18 (-1.06,1.41)

0.49 (-1.13,2.12)

-0.32 (-1.30,0.65)

0.89 (-0.21,1.98)

WL
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Interval plot

Pairwise meta-analysis
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
0
|
-1.651
-2.510
-0.792
18
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.087
-2.096
-0.077
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 1
3
|
0.162
-0.231
0.555
6
|
-2.213
-3.768
-0.658
19
|
-0.111
-0.871
0.649
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.428
-1.377
0.520
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 5
4
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 3
5
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
7
|
-2.121
-2.915
-1.328
8
|
-1.904
-2.905
-0.903
12
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.775
-2.450
-1.100
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
9
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
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14
|
-0.566
-1.124
-0.007
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.434
-0.884
0.016
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 2
9
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 3
9
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 4
15
|
0.641
-0.657
1.940
16
|
0.058
-0.444
0.561
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.134
-0.334
0.603
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity
Heterogeneity

degrees of
statistic

freedom

P

I-squared**

Tau-squared

4 - 1
3.74
1
0.053
73.2%
0.3922
7 - 1
8.52
2
0.014
76.5%
0.5004
7 - 5
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
5 - 3
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
7 - 2
2.71
2
0.257
26.3%
0.0963
3 - 2
0.61
1
0.436
0.0%
0.0000
6 - 2
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
6 - 3
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
5 - 4
0.67
1
0.412
0.0%
0.0000
** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: .586
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: .596
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.44
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 triangular loops found
* 2 quadratic loops found
Note: Heterogeneity of loop TAU-NET-CBT cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| TAU-NET-SSM-SC | 1.561 | 0.655 |
2.382 |
0.017 | (0.28,2.85) |
0.020 |
| WL-EMDR-SSM-SC | 0.508 | 1.249 |
0.407 |
0.684 | (0.00,2.96) |
0.372 |
|
TAU-NET-CBT | 0.375 | 0.621 |
0.605 |
0.545 | (0.00,1.59) |
0.000 |
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+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5

4
7
3 *
6 *
7
5
6 *
5
7

Direct
Coef.
-1.081049
-.3637873
-.3977874
-.126914
-1.741119
.2443547
.0634569
.2574946
-.0667676

Std. Err.
.4883794
.4406221
.4038455
.7283897
.4035171
.6374893
.7167352
.5167759
.6892053

Indirect
Coef.
-.1367009
-1.308138
-2.118642
-1.792381
-.0202595
-1.476494
1.728917
1.201841
-.4121527

Std. Err.
.8494138
.8778413
.8581647
1.672049
.8566127
.7009119
1.687094
.8247711
.6988904

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
-.9443476
.9756341
.9443504
.9756171
1.720855
.9474524
1.665467
1.827582
-1.72086
.9474449
1.720849
.9474546
-1.66546
1.827586
-.9443469
.9756395
.3453851
.9815557

tau
P>|z|
0.333
0.333
0.069
0.362
0.069
0.069
0.362
0.333
0.725

.5802651
.5802608
.4622194
.6083257
.462217
.4622204
.6083263
.5802669
.6657564

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 44.0 |
0.6 |
4.4 |
|
TAU |
6.8 |
0.0 |
6.6 |
|
NET | 38.7 |
1.8 |
4.7 |
|
EMDR | 91.3 |
66.0 |
1.5 |
|
SSM | 64.1 |
6.0 |
3.2 |
|
SC | 26.5 |
3.5 |
5.4 |
|
CBT | 78.6 |
22.2 |
2.3 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Subgroup analysis: by country income (HICs vs LMICs)
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress
Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Studies contributing to the analysis
-

HICs n= 12
LMICs n= 6

Network map
High income

Low and middle income
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Net league table
High income
0.05 (-1.32,1.42)

0.41 (-0.50,1.31)

-0.05 (-1.42,1.32)

EMDR

-0.41 (-1.31,0.50)

-0.36 (-1.78,1.07)

CBT

0.30 (-0.66,1.27)

1.47 (0.71,2.24)

0.45 (-0.30,1.20)

0.36 (-1.07,1.78)

0.25 (-0.73,1.24)

1.42 (-0.07,2.92)

0.40 (-1.10,1.89)

NET

-0.10 (-1.14,0.93)

1.07 (0.14,1.99)

0.04 (-0.88,0.96)

-0.30 (-1.27,0.66)

-0.25 (-1.24,0.73)

0.10 (-0.93,1.14)

SSM

1.17 (0.04,2.30)

0.14 (-0.97,1.26)

-1.47 (-2.24,-0.71)

-1.42 (-2.92,0.07)

-1.07 (-1.99,-0.14)

-1.17 (-2.30,-0.04)

TAU

-1.03 (-2.01,-0.04)

-0.45 (-1.20,0.30)

-0.40 (-1.89,1.10)

-0.04 (-0.96,0.88)

-0.14 (-1.26,0.97)

1.03 (0.04,2.01)

WL

Low and middle income: Network 1

3.56 (1.47,5.65)

4.91 (2.97,6.86)

-3.56 (-5.65,-1.47)

EMDR

1.35 (0.59,2.12)

-4.91 (-6.86,-2.97)

-1.35 (-2.12,-0.59)

WL

CBT

Low and middle income: Network 2

NET

0.19 (-0.57,0.95)

-0.37 (-1.15,0.40)

0.06 (-0.68,0.81)

-0.19 (-0.95,0.57)

TAU

-0.56 (-0.72,-0.40)

-0.13 (-0.91,0.66)

0.37 (-0.40,1.15)

0.56 (0.40,0.72)

SHplus

0.44 (-0.37,1.24)

-0.06 (-0.81,0.68)

0.13 (-0.66,0.91)

-0.44 (-1.24,0.37)

SC
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Interval plot
High income

Low income network 1

Low income network 2
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Pairwise meta-analysis
High income
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 1
3
|
0.162
-0.231
0.555
6
|
-2.213
-3.768
-0.658
19
|
-0.111
-0.871
0.649
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.428
-1.377
0.520
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 6
4
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 4
5
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 2
7
|
-2.121
-2.915
-1.328
8
|
-1.904
-2.905
-0.903
12
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.775
-2.450
-1.100
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
14
|
-0.566
-1.124
-0.007
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.566
-1.124
-0.007
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
0.641
-0.657
1.940
16
|
0.058
-0.444
0.561
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.134
-0.334
0.603
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
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Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Low and middle income
Study

|

ES

[95% Conf. Interval]

---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
0
|
-1.651
-2.510
-0.792
1
|
-1.810
-2.283
-1.337
18
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.355
-2.154
-0.556
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 1
21
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
9
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 4
9
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity:
High income

8
8
6
8
4
6
4

-

Heterogeneity degrees of
statistic
freedom

P

I-squared**

8.52
0.00
0.00
2.71
0.00
0.67
0.00

0.014
.
.
0.257
.
0.412
.

76.5%
.%
.%
26.3%
.%
0.0%
.%

1
6
4
2
2
5
1

2
0
0
2
0
1
0

Tau-squared
0.5004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0963
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Low and middle income
Heterogeneity

degrees of

statistic

5
8
4
7

-

1
1
2
2

9.72
0.00
0.00
0.00

freedom

2
0
0
0

P

I-squared**

0.008
.
.
.

79.4%
.%
.%
.%

Tau-squared

0.3900
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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7 - 4
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
3 - 2
0.00
0
.
.%
0.0000
** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
High income
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: .565
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SD: .556
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.48
Low and middle income

*** NO INCONSISTENCY MODEL (no pair for which direct and indirect comparison available at the same
time): Consistency by definition ***
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model (only first network: in the second one
only 1 study per comparison)
Estimated between-studies SD: 0.589
Loop-specific heterogeneity
High income
* 3 quadratic loops found
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| TAU-NET-SSM-CBT | 1.387 | 0.869 |
1.596 |
0.111 | (0.00,3.09) |
0.096 |
| WL-TAU-NET-CBT | 1.040 | 1.328 |
0.783 |
0.434 | (0.00,3.64) |
0.354 |
| WL-NET-SSM-CBT | 0.344 | 1.917 |
0.180 |
0.857 | (0.00,4.10) |
0.500 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side
1
1
2
2
4
5
6

4
8
4
8
6
6 *
8

Direct
Coef.
-.2615775
-.3780476
-.5657008
-1.780997
.2443543
.2529045
-.0667675

Std. Err.
.6616629
.4630631
.4019662
.3516614
.755458
.501955
.6401132

Indirect
Coef.
.2287839
-.8684237
-1.909911
-.4367711
-.5522057
-.5384438
-.8633355

Std. Err.
.7842028
.9111245
.5975204
.5914288
.8620386
447.2606
.9508289

Difference
Coef.
Std. Err.
-.4903614
1.026047
.4903761
1.026025
1.344211
.7201441
-1.344226
.7202088
.79656
1.146223
.7913483
447.261
.7965679
1.14622

tau
P>|z|
0.633
0.633
0.062
0.062
0.487
0.999
0.487

.6061152
.6061108
.2835597
.2835516
.6147942
.5556975
.6147947

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly
compare them.
Low and middle income

*** NO EVALUATION OF INCONSISTENCY (no pair for which direct and indirect comparison available
at the same time): Consistency by definition ***
SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
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High income

+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 45.4 |
5.4 |
3.7 |
|
TAU |
1.8 |
0.0 |
5.9 |
|
NET | 48.9 |
8.0 |
3.6 |
|
EMDR | 70.1 |
41.0 |
2.5 |
|
SSM | 54.8 |
7.1 |
3.3 |
|
CBT | 79.1 |
38.6 |
2.0 |
+--------------------------------------+

Low and middle income – Network 1
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL |
0.0 |
0.0 |
3.0 |
|
EMDR | 50.0 |
0.0 |
2.0 |
|
CBT | 100.0 | 100.0 |
1.0 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Low and middle income – Network 2
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
TAU | 22.9 |
0.0 |
3.3 |
|
SH+ | 89.2 |
74.1 |
1.3 |
|
NET | 47.4 |
14.0 |
2.6 |
|
SC | 40.5 |
11.9 |
2.8 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Subgroup analysis: by level of intervention (individual vs. group intervention)
Intervention codes:
Waiting List
Treatment as Usual
Self-Help Plus
Narrative Exposure Therapy
EMDR
Stabilization/Stress
Management
Supportive Counseling
Cognitive- Behavioural Therapy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Studies contributing to the analysis
-

Individual level n=14
Group level n=4

Network map
Individual level

Group level
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Net league table
Individual level
CBT

-0.63 (-1.64,0.37)

0.65 (-0.31,1.60)

1.03 (-0.48,2.53)

0.06 (-0.87,0.98)

1.49 (0.59,2.38)

0.74 (-0.01,1.49)

0.63 (-0.37,1.64)

EMDR

1.28 (0.15,2.40)

1.66 (-0.01,3.32)

0.69 (-0.20,1.58)

2.12 (0.91,3.33)

1.37 (0.52,2.22)

-0.65 (-1.60,0.31)

-1.28 (-2.40,-0.15)

NET

0.38 (-0.95,1.71)

-0.59 (-1.61,0.43)

0.84 (-0.01,1.69)

0.10 (-0.84,1.03)

-1.03 (-2.53,0.48)

-1.66 (-3.32,0.01)

-0.38 (-1.71,0.95)

SC

-0.97 (-2.57,0.63)

0.46 (-0.87,1.80)

-0.28 (-1.82,1.26)

-0.06 (-0.98,0.87)

-0.69 (-1.58,0.20)

0.59 (-0.43,1.61)

0.97 (-0.63,2.57)

SSM

1.43 (0.30,2.55)

0.68 (-0.26,1.62)

-1.49 (-2.38,-0.59)

-2.12 (-3.33,-0.91)

-0.84 (-1.69,0.01)

-0.46 (-1.80,0.87)

-1.43 (-2.55,-0.30)

TAU

-0.75 (-1.77,0.28)

-0.74 (-1.49,0.01)

-1.37 (-2.22,-0.52)

-0.10 (-1.03,0.84)

0.28 (-1.26,1.82)

-0.68 (-1.62,0.26)

0.75 (-0.28,1.77)

WL

Group level
4.30 (2.62,5.98)

0.26 (-1.08,1.61)

0.83 (-0.51,2.16)

4.91 (3.35,6.48)

-4.30 (-5.98,-2.62)

EMDR

-4.04 (-6.19,-1.88)

-3.47 (-5.62,-1.33)

0.62 (0.01,1.22)

-0.26 (-1.61,1.08)

4.04 (1.88,6.19)

SHplus

0.56 (0.40,0.72)

4.65 (2.59,6.72)

-0.83 (-2.16,0.51)

3.47 (1.33,5.62)

-0.56 (-0.72,-0.40)

TAU

4.09 (2.03,6.15)

-4.91 (-6.48,-3.35)

-0.62 (-1.22,-0.01)

-4.65 (-6.72,-2.59)

-4.09 (-6.15,-2.03)

WL

CBT

Interval Plot
Individual level
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Group level
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Pairwise meta-analysis

Individual level
Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
0
|
-1.651
-2.510
-0.792
1
|
-1.810
-2.283
-1.337
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-1.773
-2.187
-1.359
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 1
3
|
0.162
-0.231
0.555
6
|
-2.213
-3.768
-0.658
19
|
-0.111
-0.871
0.649
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.428
-1.377
0.520
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 6
4
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.067
-0.416
0.283
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 4
5
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.244
-0.616
1.105
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 2
7
|
-2.121
-2.915
-1.328
8
|
-1.904
-2.905
-0.903
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-2.038
-2.659
-1.416
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 2
9
|
-0.190
-0.951
0.570
14
|
-0.566
-1.124
-0.007
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.434
-0.884
0.016
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 2
9
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.127
-0.912
0.658
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------7 - 4
9
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.063
-0.679
0.806
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------6 - 5
15
|
0.641
-0.657
1.940
16
|
0.058
-0.444
0.561
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
0.134
-0.334
0.603
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------4 - 1
20
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.262
-0.782
0.259
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Group level

Study
|
ES
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------5 - 1
18
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.616
-1.219
-0.014
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------
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8 - 1
21
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-4.915
-6.482
-3.348
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------8 - 2
12
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.825
-2.161
0.511
---------------------+--------------------------------------------------3 - 2
22
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
Sub-total
|
D+L pooled ES
|
-0.563
-0.725
-0.401
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------

Test(s) of heterogeneity:
Individual level
Heterogeneity degrees of
statistic
freedom
5
8
8
6
8
4
7
7
6
4

-

1
1
6
4
2
2
2
4
5
1

0.10
8.52
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.00

1
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

P

I-squared**

0.750
0.014
.
.
0.739
0.436
.
.
0.412
.

0.0%
76.5%
.%
.%
0.0%
0.0%
.%
.%
0.0%
.%

Tau-squared
0.0000
0.5004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

** I-squared: the variation in ES attributable to heterogeneity)

Group level

***** NO TEST OF HETEROGENEITY (1 study per each comparison): Fixed effects*****
Evaluation of heterogeneity and incoherence
Individual level
Overall heterogeneity in the inconsistency model
Estimated between-studies SDs: .211
Overall heterogeneity in the consistency model
Estimated between-studies SDs:.632
Overall incoherence
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.0123
Overall incoherence in the fixed-effect model
Design-by-treatment test: P=0.0000
Individual level
Loop-specific heterogeneity
* 1 triangular loops found
* 5 quadratic loops found
Note: Heterogeneity of loop TAU-NET-SC cannot be estimated due to insufficient
observations - set equal to 0
Evaluation of inconsistency using loop-specific heterogeneity estimates:
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|
Loop |
IF | seIF | z_value | p_value |
CI_95 | Loop_Heterog_tau2 |
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|-----------------+-------+-------+---------+---------+-------------+-------------------|
| TAU-NET-SSM-CBT | 1.781 | 0.615 |
2.897 |
0.004 | (0.58,2.99) |
0.000 |
| WL-NET-EMDR-SSM | 1.622 | 0.604 |
2.684 |
0.007 | (0.44,2.81) |
0.000 |
| WL-TAU-NET-CBT | 1.609 | 1.032 |
1.559 |
0.119 | (0.00,3.63) |
0.199 |
| WL-EMDR-SSM-CBT | 1.291 | 1.017 |
1.269 |
0.205 | (0.00,3.28) |
0.212 |
TAU-NET-SC | 0.375 | 0.621 |
0.605 |
0.545 | (0.00,1.59) |
0.000 |
|
| WL-NET-SSM-CBT | 0.344 | 1.917 |
0.180 |
0.857 | (0.00,4.10) |
0.500 |
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Consistency between direct and indirect estimates
Side

Direct

1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
5
6

Coef.
-.2615775
-1.743445
-.2961198
-.3963677
-.1269141
-2.024472
.2443541
.0634569
.2497831
-.0667676

4
5
8
4 *
7 *
8
6
7 *
6
8

Indirect
Std. Err.
.7301872
.4504276
.3916849
.4194096
.7418093
.4723947
.7287894
.7303677
.4916354
.716208

Coef.
.0466128
-.3641775
-1.612747
-2.109128
-2.104679
-.3117029
-1.279077
2.041215
1.629049
-.0845914

Difference
Std. Err.
.7071073
.7413026
.5653823
.7049359
1.648857
.6698678
.6632932
1.664108
.7133685
.7236926

Coef.
-.3081903
-1.379268
1.316628
1.71276
1.977765
-1.712769
1.523431
-1.977758
-1.379266
.0178238

tau
Std. Err.
1.016452
.867996
.6800046
.8198214
1.811842
.8198209
.9854399
1.811841
.8680002
1.018177

P>|z|
0.762
0.112
0.053
0.037
0.275
0.037
0.122
0.275
0.112
0.986

.6802581
.5397135
.4698039
.4890404
.6243313
.4890404
.5817122
.6243304
.539715
.6936724

* Warning: all the evidence about these contrasts comes from the trials which directly compare them.

Group level

*** NO EVALUATION OF INCONSISTENCY (no pair for which direct and indirect comparison available
at the same time: no loop) ***
Individual level
SUCRA and cumulative probability plots
+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL | 34.9 |
0.0 |
4.9 |
|
TAU |
6.0 |
0.0 |
6.6 |
|
NET | 41.4 |
0.6 |
4.5 |
|
EMDR | 96.4 |
83.5 |
1.2 |
|
SSM | 69.9 |
4.6 |
2.8 |
|
SC | 27.0 |
2.1 |
5.4 |
|
CBT | 74.3 |
9.3 |
2.5 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Group level
SUCRA and cumulative probability plots

+--------------------------------------+
| Treatm~t | SUCRA | PrBest | MeanRank |
|----------+-------+--------+----------|
|
WL |
0.6 |
0.0 |
5.0 |
|
TAU | 52.9 |
0.0 |
2.9 |
|
SH+ | 83.7 |
34.8 |
1.7 |
|
EMDR | 24.5 |
0.0 |
4.0 |
|
CBT | 88.4 |
65.2 |
1.5 |
+--------------------------------------+
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Transitivity assessment
P-value of the association with
outcome in meta-regression

P-value of the association with
intervention*

Percentage of women

<0.001

0.317

Mean age

<0.001

0.271

Number of sessions

0.526

0.102

Number of randomized
individuals

0.634

0.788

Income level

<0.001

<0.001

*The Kruskal-Wallis test was performed for continuous variables, while Fisher’s exact test for country’s
income level (lower and middle vs high)
The only variable showing evidence of association with both outcome and intervention is income level, a
variable that we used to perform subgroup analyses.

BOXPLOT
Percentage of women
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Mean age

Number of sessions
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Number of randomized individuals

Percentage of LMIC by treatment
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